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April 22, 2016

2016-2017 NLBWA-LA
Board of Directors
President
Rose Elena Sauceda
Elena Rose & Company
.
Vice President
Livier Ramírez
Emerald Legacy
Treasurer
Gilda Pettit
Bank of the West
Corporate Secretary
Jules Martinez Hirst
Etiquette Consulting Inc
Lupita Sanchez-Cornejo
AT&T
Lilly Rocha
Sabor Latino Food Show
Olivia Rios
Whittier Uptown
Association

Alyssa Rizo
New York Life Company
Rosa Fregoso
Velasco Law Group
Lilibeth Romero
Pacific Advisors

Jillian Wong, Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) –
Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to National
Latina Women Association-Los Angeles specifically because it will improve local air
quality, generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs
to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will not only improve air quality by reducing local
emissions, but will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating muchneeded jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local
tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and
generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed
upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and
local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live
and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 626-688-5780.
Sincerely,

Rose Elena Sauceda
2014-2016 President
NLBWA-Los Angeles
Rose.e.sauceda@nlbwa-la.org
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Elena Rose & Company
April 22, 2016

Jillian Wong, Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As the
Owner of Elena Rose & Company I believe this project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area by improving local air quality, modernizing
and upgrading refinery equipment, and generating significant local economic benefits.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles
Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently, while continuing to help supply the region with transportation fuels that are essential to our way of
life. As a result of the LARIC project, local emissions will be reduced and air quality will be improved. In addition, much-needed jobs will be created
for local workers, local businesses will gain hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues, and millions of dollars in state and local tax revenues will be
generated, which can be used to help fund local priorities in Carson and Wilmington.
Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to our local communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting Southern California communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Furthermore, Tesoro is choosing to invest in long-term improvements to its Los Angeles operations at a time when other companies are selecting a
different path.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s effort to improve and streamline its facilities
Sincerely,

Rose Elena Sauceda
Owner/President
Elena Rose & Company
rose.sauceda@gmail.com
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April 25, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: SUPPORT - Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC)
project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to the Redondo Beach Chamber of Commerce specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing many
good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to
create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will not only
improve air quality by reducing local emissions, but will also provide significant economic benefits, such as
creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax
revenues that can contribute to public priorities in the South Bay, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air quality.
Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to our
communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the South Bay communities and local
nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s effort to improve and
streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
Marna Smeltzer
President / CEO

200 North Pacific Coast Highway, Redondo Beach, California USA 90277
Tel 310-376-6911 • www.redondochamber.org • Fax 310-374-7373
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!
Serving the international trade community since 1919

Jillian!Wong!
Program!Supervisor,!CEQA!
South!Coast!AQMD!
21865!Copley!Drive!
Diamond!Bar,!CA!91765!
Phone:!(909)!396K3176!
Fax:!(909)!396K3324!
Email:!Jwong1@aqmd.gov!
!
Subject:))SUPPORT)/)Los)Angeles)Refinery)Integration)and)Compliance)Project)(LARIC))–))
)

)))Tesoro)

Dear!Ms.!Wong:!
The! Foreign! Trade! Association! is! oldest! trade! association! promoting! international! trade! in! Southern!
California.! Our! membership! is! represented! by! a! crossKsection! of! major! exporters,! importers,!
manufacturers,! customs! brokers,! freight! forwarders,! international! bankers,! attorneys! and! other!
prominent!service!industries.!On!behalf!of!the!FTA,!I!would!like!to!express!our!strong!support!for!the!Los!
Angeles!Refinery!Integration!and!Compliance!(LARIC)!project!proposed!by!Tesoro.!!
Tesoro! is! investing! hundreds! of! millions! of! dollars! to! improve! its! existing! Carson! and! Wilmington!
operations! to! create! one! combined! Los! Angeles! Refinery! that! runs! more! cleanly! and! efficiently,! while!
continuing!to!help!supply!the!region!with!transportation!fuels!that!are!essential!to!our!way!of!life.!As!a!
result!of!the!LARIC!project,!local!emissions!will!be!reduced!and!air!quality!will!be!improved.!In!addition,!
muchKneeded! jobs! will! be! created! for! local! workers,! local! businesses! will! gain! hundreds! of! millions! of!
dollars!in!revenues,!and!millions!of!dollars!in!state!and!local!tax!revenues!will!be!generated,!which!can!
be!used!to!help!fund!local!priorities!in!Carson!and!Wilmington.!!
The!completion!of!LARIC!will!result!in!reduced!air!emissions!at!the!Port!of!Long!Beach,!allowing!our!our!
goods!movement!and!trade!sector!to!continue!to!grow!in!a!clean!and!efficient!manner.!As!importers!and!
exporters! decide! where! to! do! business! and! where! to! create! jobs,! it! is! important! to! keep! in! mind! the!
competitive! advantage! this! could! give! California’s! logistics! and! good! movement! industries! in! keeping!
them!in!Southern!California.!!
Once! again,! we! fully! support! this! application! and! respectfully! urge! you! to! approve! Tesoro’s! effort! to!
improve!and!streamline!its!facilities.!!
Sincerely,

Weston LaBar
Executive!Director
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6216 East Pacific Coast Highway, Suite 407, Long Beach, CA 90803
Phone: 888-223-6459 Fax: 310-220-4474 Website: www.foreigntradeassociation.com
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15/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Torrance, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 874-2833.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Saunders
369 Van Ness Way, Suite 730
Torrance, CA 90501
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15/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Los Angeles, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 995-3062.
Sincerely,
Hossein Pourmand
2184 Linda Flora Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90077
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14/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Seal Beach, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 847-5441.
Sincerely,
Jessica Dushock
238 5th Street, Apt. C
Seal Beach, CA 90740
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4/13/16
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of south gate , this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (323) 335-9158.
Sincerely,
Norbert Romero
5235 wood ave
south gate , CA 90208
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14/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Downey, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 299-7057.
Sincerely,
Alfonso Barahona
12728 Glynn Avenue
Downey, CA 90242
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14/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Fontana, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 261-8055.
Sincerely,
Michael Rugley
16165 Owen Street
Fontana, CA 92335
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14/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Bellflower, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 252-5387.
Sincerely,
Ryan Hardy
17913 Ibbetson ave
Bellflower, CA 90706
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13/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Costa Mesa, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (714) 434-1694.
Sincerely,
Alistair Blair
3158 Limerick Lane
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
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13/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Yorba Linda, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (714) 993-9877.
Sincerely,
Connie Lema
17871 Buena Vista
Yorba Linda, CA 92886
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13/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Long Beach, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6161.
Sincerely,
Ruben Rivera
334 E. Cummings Lane
Long Beach, CA 90805
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13/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of redondo beach, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (713) 922-8770.
Sincerely,
alicia marin
2200 graham ave
redondo beach, CA 90278
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12/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of long beach , this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 756-1005.
Sincerely,
Rick Leone, Anaya
2126 pattiz ave
long beach , CA 90815
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12/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Redondo Beach, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 379-8562.
Sincerely,
Newsha Ghodsi
509 N Juanita Ave #1
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
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12/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Long Beach, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 753-4286.
Sincerely,
Shamir Sookhoor
3635 Lomina Ave
Long Beach, CA 90808
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12/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Carson, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 847-5280.
Sincerely,
Yon Dolgorouky
2350 East 223rd Street
Carson, CA 90810

G3-772
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12/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Long Beach, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6277.
Sincerely,
Ralph Anderson
3764 Iroquois Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90808
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12/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Fountain Valley, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 940-7370.
Sincerely,
Edmund Feck
9339 Grippo River Ave
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
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12/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Long Beach, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6336.
Sincerely,
Brian kirby
1775 Ohio Ave. Unit 216
Long Beach, CA 90804

G3-775
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12/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Yorba Linda, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 938-3488.
Sincerely,
Lee Robison
4406 Avendia de Las Flores
Yorba Linda, CA 92886
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12/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Lake Forest, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 847-5401.
Sincerely,
Robert Real
21822 Fernleaf Dr
Lake Forest, CA 92630
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12/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Rancho Santa Margarita,
this project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6435.
Sincerely,
Shane Mosley
35 San Sebastian
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688

G3-778
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01/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Newport Beach, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 847-2651.
Sincerely,
James Lin
30 Peppertree
Newport Beach, CA 92660

G3-779
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12/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Indian Wells, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 787-5268.
Sincerely,
Eric Schmand
76900 Tomahawk Run
Indian Wells, CA 92210

G3-780
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12/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Carson, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 816-8391.
Sincerely,
Reggie Fransz
1801 E Sepulveda blvd
Carson, CA 90745

G3-781
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12/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of long beach, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 795-5149.
Sincerely,
Mike McCarty
6530 east mantova street
long beach, CA 90815

G3-782
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12/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of colton, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 816-8247.
Sincerely,
Diego Uribe
8505 reche canyon rd
colton, CA 92324

G3-783
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Rancho Santa Margarita,
this project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (946) 935-9231.
Sincerely,
Jason Lohrbach
7 Via Latigo
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688

G3-784
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Hintington Beach, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 233-5908.
Sincerely,
Kevin Dix
20122 marina lane
Hintington Beach, CA 92646

G3-785
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Tarzana, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (818) 344-4935.
Sincerely,
Andrew Greene
5662 Etiwanda Ave. #8
Tarzana, CA 91356

G3-786
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Wilmington, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6086.
Sincerely,
Oscar Guerrero
2101 E. Pacific Coast Highway
Wilmington, CA 90744

G3-787
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Carson, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 816-8319.
Sincerely,
Robert Blevins
1801 E Sepulveda Blvd
Carson, CA 90745

G3-788
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Garden Grove, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (714) 916-6630.
Sincerely,
Eric Porter
6761 Marietta Ave
Garden Grove, CA 92845

G3-789
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Long Beach, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 233-5954.
Sincerely,
Kevin Weeks
3327 N Studebaker Rd
Long Beach, CA 90808

G3-790
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Long Beach, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 472-4733.
Sincerely,
Nancy Imbery
4125 Linden Ave
Long Beach, CA 90807

G3-791
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Torrance, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 619-9554.
Sincerely,
Greg Nash
23204 Carlow Rd
Torrance, CA 90505

G3-792
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Lakewoood, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6151.
Sincerely,
Toni Grant
4345 Carfax Avenue
Lakewoood, CA 90713

G3-793
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Redondo Beach, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 214-0802.
Sincerely,
Ping-Chau Liao
2107 Plant Ave. Unit B
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

G3-794
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Placentia, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (714) 404-4168.
Sincerely,
Duane Ingram
330 El camino Lane
Placentia, CA 92870

G3-795
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Colton, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (909) 801-4064.
Sincerely,
Russell Garcia
930 N. 12th St.
Colton, CA 92324

G3-796
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Hermosa Beach, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 469-8683.
Sincerely,
Tiffany Rau
2528 Palm Drive
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

G3-797
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Santa Ana, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 847-3623.
Sincerely,
Edward Lujan
1609 N Linwood Ave
Santa Ana, DC 92701

G3-798
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Covina, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 816-3477.
Sincerely,
Ken Yamamoto
1709 E. Retford St.
Covina, CA 91724

G3-799
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Torrance, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6107.
Sincerely,
Bruce Morgan
23314 Marigold Ave.
Torrance, CA 90502

G3-800
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Long Beach, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 277-6382.
Sincerely,
Harlan Imbery
4125 Linden Ave
Long Beach, CA 90807

G3-801
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Carson, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 816-8256.
Sincerely,
Ted Cruz
1801 E Sepulveda
Carson, CA 90745

G3-802
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Whittier, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6107.
Sincerely,
Darrell Smith
6316 Hoover ave
Whittier, CA 90601

G3-803
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Los Angeles, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 847-5673.
Sincerely,
April Khosrowabadi
9417 Cattaraugus Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90034

G3-804
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Fountain Valley, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (714) 593-8910.
Sincerely,
Brian Satow
9365 Flicker Ave.
Fountain Valley, CA 92708

G3-805
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Long Beach, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 903-8602.
Sincerely,
Robert Riordan
22021 Salmon Av
Long Beach, CA 90810

G3-806
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Fountain Valley, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (949) 349-6564.
Sincerely,
Lewis Riffle
9699 Shamriock Ave
Fountain Valley, CA 92708

G3-807
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Long Beach, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6961.
Sincerely,
Jackie Colvey
275 Redondo Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90803

G3-808
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Redondo Beach, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-7022.
Sincerely,
William Nord
218 N. Juanita Ave #3
Redondo Beach, CA 90277

G3-809
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Lakewood, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 405-9894.
Sincerely,
Ryan Sequeira
5048 Adenmoor ave.
Lakewood, CA 90713

G3-810
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Seal Beach, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 233-5994.
Sincerely,
Gautamkumar Gor
333 First St. # E211
Seal Beach, CO 90740

G3-811
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of la palma, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 826-8770.
Sincerely,
mike peterson
5162 bridgewood dr
la palma, CA 90623

G3-812
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Garden Grove, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (714) 488-1083.
Sincerely,
Franco Melloni
8431 Trinette Drive
Garden Grove, CA 92841

G3-813
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Rancho Palos Verdes,
this project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 847-5802.
Sincerely,
Kevin Bradley
5442 Montemalaga Drive
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275

G3-814
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of long beach, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (714) 310-2932.
Sincerely,
thomas thurston
3640 charlemagne ave
long beach, CA 90808

G3-815
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of West Hollywood, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 289-6528.
Sincerely,
Thomas Cook
904 Hilldale Ave., Apt. 1
West Hollywood, CA 90069

G3-816
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Long Beach, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 221-8351.
Sincerely,
John Nakamura
4188 Elm Ave. Apt 6
Long Beach, CA 90807

G3-817
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Carson, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 847-5206.
Sincerely,
Robert Devine
2350 E. 223rd Street
Carson, CA 90810

G3-818
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Rancho Cucamonga, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 816-3311.
Sincerely,
Timothy Davidson
11543 Marcello Way
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91701

G3-819
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Tustin, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 847-2512.
Sincerely,
Ryan Mead
14572 Hyannis Port Road
Tustin, CA 92780

G3-820
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of wilmington, ca , this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 294-7512.
Sincerely,
Richard Veloz
2101 east pacific coast highway
wilmington, ca , AL 90744

G3-821
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Murrieta, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (909) 437-9477.
Sincerely,
David Rodriguez
40652 Sunflower Road
Murrieta, CA 92562

G3-822
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Rossmoor, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6073.
Sincerely,
Ronald Gardiner
3322 Hillrose Drive
Rossmoor, CA 90720

G3-823
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01/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Cerritos, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 3107567722.
Sincerely,
Senthil Esakki
13527 Andy St
Cerritos, CA 90703

G3-824
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04/11/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Rolling Hills Estates, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 940-9003.
Sincerely,
Eli Gutierrez
4820 Elmdale Dr.
Rolling Hills Estates, AL 90274

G3-825
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Long Beach, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6310.
Sincerely,
Andrew Pierce
PO Box 14462
Long Beach, CA 90853

G3-826
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Mission Viejo, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (949) 716-0460.
Sincerely,
Ethan Spielvogel
26592 Lira Circle
Mission Viejo, CA 92691

G3-827
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Chino Hills, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (909) 627-5398.
Sincerely,
James Powell
2479 Meadow Ridge Drive
Chino Hills, CA 91709

G3-828
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Huntington Beach, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (714) 856-1993.
Sincerely,
Frank Bastek
17932 Orkney Cir
Huntington Beach, CA 92647

G3-829
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Fontana, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6374.
Sincerely,
Benjamin Portillo
7228 Ashwood Ct.
Fontana, CA 92336

G3-830
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Carson, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 816-3426.
Sincerely,
Simon Mui
1801 East Sepulveda Boulevard,
Carson, CA 90745

G3-831
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Redondo Beach, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (713) 344-5989.
Sincerely,
Alejandro Parilli
2200 Graham Ave
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

G3-832
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Whittier , this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 587-6655.
Sincerely,
Roger Balderas
13745 Carnell st
Whittier , CA 90605

G3-833
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Montebello, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 847-3953.
Sincerely,
Juan Banuelos
219 S. 10th Street
Montebello, CA 90640

G3-834
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Buena Park, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (714) 553-9552.
Sincerely,
Anand Shah
4924 Argyle Way
Buena Park, CA 90621

G3-835
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Wilmington, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6185.
Sincerely,
Joe Crotty
2101 East Pacific Coast Highway
Wilmington, CA 90744

G3-836
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Wilmington, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6220.
Sincerely,
Scott Marchael
2101 East Pacific Coast Hwy
Wilmington, CA 90744
11/04/2016

G3-837
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of cerritos, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 857-2083.
Sincerely,
kent magee
11002 bradford circle
cerritos, CA 90703

G3-838
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Orange, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-6002.
Sincerely,
Michael DePasquale
8236 E. Woodwind Avenue
Orange, CA 92869

G3-839
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Anaheim, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (714) 778-2024.
Sincerely,
Sheryl Wood
568 S. Grove Ave
Anaheim, CA 92805

G3-840
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Huntington Beach, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 522-4961.
Sincerely,
Stephen Marciniec
327 18th St.
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

G3-841
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of playa del rey, this project
is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 233-6020.
Sincerely,
Scott Schmidt
8000 w manchester ave
playa del rey, CA 90293

G3-842
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11/04/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Torrance, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant
local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize
refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly
and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed
jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help
the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local
air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars
supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is
committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 3105083799.
Sincerely,
Raymond Mongi
18031 Chanera Ave
Torrance, CA 90504

G3-843
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April 14, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) –
Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project proposed
by Tesoro. As a representative for Carson Black Chamber of Commerce, I believe this project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area by improving local air quality, modernizing and upgrading refinery equipment, and generating significant local
economic benefits.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently, while continuing to help supply the region with
transportation fuels that are essential to our way of life. As a result of the LARIC project, local emissions will be reduced and air
quality will be improved. In addition, much-needed jobs will be created for local workers, local businesses will gain hundreds of
millions of dollars in revenues, and millions of dollars in state and local tax revenues will be generated, which can be used to help
fund local priorities in Carson and Wilmington.
Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to our local communities. Tesoro has
already invested millions of dollars supporting Southern California communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment. Furthermore, Tesoro is choosing to invest in long-term improvements to its Los Angeles
operations at a time when other companies are selecting a different path.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s effort to improve and streamline its
facilities.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 310-729-5627
Sincerely,

Sadie J.Kimbrew, President- CEO-PRESIDENT

G3-844
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April 14, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) –
Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Carson, CA this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local
economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery
equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
Sincerely,

Sadie Judge-Kimbrew

G3-845
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April 26, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) –
Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to Carson
High School, LAUSD specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will not only improve air quality by reducing local
emissions, but will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating muchneeded jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local
tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and
generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed
upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and
local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live
and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310)707-6277 Cell or
tbirdbea@lausd.net
Sincerely,

G3-846
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Tammy Bird
Lead Teacher
Environmental Science, Engineering, and Technology Academy
Carson High School
22328 S. Main Street
Carson, CA 90745
(310) 847-6000
(310) 518-5817 fax

G3-847
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerf a Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asr buenos empleos locales.
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cu mpli m iento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.
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Por medi~ delpresente qu iero e~presar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Ref1nena Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar ta calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de I ntegraci6n y Cumpl imiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejor~r la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
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Por media del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which

will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs .
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I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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Por media del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizacion de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and .Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cum pli m iento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.
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April 21, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARI() - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project
proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to Sharefest Community Development, Inc. specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations
to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will not
only improve air quality by reducing local emissions, but will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating
hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the
refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air quality.
Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to our
communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to improve
and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 310.626.8106.
Sincerely,

~

xecutive Director

3480 Torrance Blvd. #11 O \ Torrance, CA 90503 \ p. 3 10.626.8106
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GREAT FUTURES START
April 20, 2016

BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS

Ms. Jullian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765

OF THE SOUTH BAY

Administrative Office
1220 West 2561n Street
Harbor City, CA 90710
Phone (31 O) 534-0056
Fax (310) 534-7138

RE: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project.
Michael Herrera
Executive Director

Dear Ms. Wong,
The Boys & Girls Clubs of the South is a nonprofit 501c3 organization that employs
over 39 and services 3900 in the South Bay Area cities of Gardena, Carson, Harbor
City, Wilmington, Lomita and surrounding areas, we believe this project will modernize
refinery equipment, which will improve the local air quality, generate local economic
benefits and increase employment opportunities in the area.
Tesoro is planning to invest millions to physically connect and upgrade their Carson
and Wilmington facilities to operate cleaner and more efficient. The new refinery
would reduce emissions to the equivalent of 13,500 passenger vehicles each year.
In addition LARIC project will support our local economy, increase local business
revenues, generate millions in tax revenue and provide much needed jobs in the local
community.
Tesoro has been very supportive of our Boys & Girls club and many
other community organizations in the area. Tesoro is highly active and
visible in our community helping many charitable organizations and
schools.
For the above mentioned we urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve their facilities it will help our environment benefit the
community and provide many much needed employment.
Sincerely,
VV-t'.'\4,JC,

~YlJ,,V\

Michael Herrera
Executive Director

GREAT
www.southbayciubs<org

Tax I.D. #33-0450797

Boys and Girls Club of
Harbor Gateway-Gardena
802 Gardena Blvd_
Gardena, CA 90247
Phone (310) 523-2173
Fax (310) 534-7138

Boys & Girls Clubs of
Harbor Gateway-Torrance
1435 Del Amo Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90501

Phone(424)558-8675
Fax (310) 534-7138
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May 11, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. I support this project for a few reasons. First, the project will
provide significant economic benefits, producing millions of dollars in state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public interests in cities like Carson and Wilmington. In addition, the project
will create much-needed jobs for local workers and graduates, like me, of SBCC’s Energy Pathway
Program, work opportunities in the refinery and process technology sector.
Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighborhood partner and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has invested millions of in the local port and south bay
citites and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment. When local
nonprofit organizations are supported, the residents and the communities they service benefit from
career development opportunities, educational and community support services those organizations
provide.
Lastly, Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This will significantly improve local air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. These proposed upgrades will help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality
standards which are to the benefit to both the workers and communities that are impacted most by
the refinery.
Once again, I fully support Tesoro’s application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work
in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 924-3399.
Sincerely,
Alex Agustin
11555 Gonsalves Street
Cerritos 90703
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From: Greg Spittle [mailto:gregspittle@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 3, 2016 8:54 AM
To: Jillian Wong <jwong1@aqmd.gov>
Subject: Tesoro LARIC Project

Dear Jillian Wong,
I fully support this project, which I feel will be fantastic for the local community and the
environment.
Yours sincerely,
Greg Spittle

G3-891
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May 5, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. I support this project for a few reasons. First, the project will
provide significant economic benefits, producing millions of dollars in state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public interests in cities like Carson and Wilmington. In addition, the project
will create much-needed jobs for local workers and graduates, like me, of SBCC' s Energy Pathway
Program, work opportunities in the refinery and process technology sector.
Furthern1ore, Tesoro has been a good neighborhood partner and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has invested millions of in the local port and south bay
citites and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment. When local
nonprofit organizations are supported, the residents and the communities they service benefit from
career development opportunities, educational and community support services those organizations
provide.
Lastly, Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This will significantly improve local air quality by reducing local emissions from tl1e
refinery. These proposed upgrades will help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality
standards which are to the benefit to both the workers and communities that are impacted most by
the refinery.
Once again, I fully support Tesoro's application and respectfolly urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work
in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (949) 3958174.

Scott Dailey
3503 Lake Garden
Fallbrook, CA 92028
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl(dl,agmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is conunitted to continuing its connnunity investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Address:

S-f.tJ£ f'di!.;f;l-11Jih/Tj'J'VJ5,
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Executive Board
Brett Guge, Chairman
California Steel Industries
Marco Robles, First Vice-Chairman
Cardenas Market
Peter Villegas, Second Vice-Chair
The Coca-Cola Company
George Reyes, Immediate Past -Chair
Best Best & Kreiger
Eric Dowd, Treasurer
United Parcel Service
Evelin Martinez, Assistant Treasurer
Wells Fargo
Paul Granillo, Secretary
Inland Empire Economic Partnership
Board of Directors
Al Argüello
Bank of America

May 3, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765

Dr. Ron Carter
Loma Linda Medical Center

RE: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project – Tesoro

Iddo Benzeevi
Highland Fairview

Dear Ms. Wong:

Rick Bishop
WR COG

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As the
Chief Executive Officer of the Inland Empire Economic Partnership, I believe
this project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area by improving
local air quality, modernizing and upgrading refinery equipment, and
generating significant local economic benefits.

Patrick Brilliant
Riverside Community Hospital
Dr. Kim Wilcox
University of California, Riverside
Michael Gallo
Kelly Space & Technology
Dr. Brad Gilbert
Inland Empire Health Plan (IEHP)
John Goodman
EPIC Management, L.P.
Vincent Haydel
Southern California Edison
Kristy Hennessey
Time Warner Cable
John Husing, Ph.D.
Chief Economist, IEEP
Harris Koenig
San Antonio Community Hospital
L. Dennis Michael,
Mayor, Rancho Cucamonga
SANBAG, Vice President of the Board
Eugene Montanez
Councilmember, City of Corona
Dr. Tomas Morales
President, California State University,
San Bernardino
Mark Olson
Gerdau
Hon. Carey Davis
Mayor, City of San Bernardino
Pamela Clute, Ph. D.
University of California, Riverside
B.J. Patterson
Chair, Inland Empire Logistics Council
Phil Serghini
Walmart
Mary Whitlock
Brightwood College
John Mura
East Valley Water District
Hon. Janice Rutherford
Supervisor, 2nd District,
County of San Bernardino
Hon. Marion Ashley
Supervisor, 5th District, County of Riverside
Julius Santiago
JPMorgan Chase & Co

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing
Carson and Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles
Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently, while continuing to help
supply the region with transportation fuels that are essential to our way of
life. As a result of the LARIC project, local emissions will be reduced and air
quality will be improved. In addition, much-needed jobs will be created for
local workers, local businesses will gain hundreds of millions of dollars in
revenues, and millions of dollars in state and local tax revenues will be
generated, which can be used to help fund local priorities in Carson and
Wilmington.
Tesoro has been a good neighbor and has consistently demonstrates a
strong commitment to our local communities. They have invested millions of
dollars supporting Southern California communities and local nonprofits and
is committed to continuing its community investment in long-term
improvements to its Los Angeles operations at a time when other companies
are selecting a different path.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to
approve Tesoro’s effort to improve and streamline its facilities.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 909-944-2201.

Sincerely,
Paul Granillo
President & CEO

G3-905
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May 5, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Subject: Tesoro’s Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – SUPPORT
Dear Ms. Wong:
The Long Beach Area Chamber of Commerce’s mission is to serve as the platform for business to provide
leadership, education and advocacy so that the Long Beach area thrives in the 21st century. On behalf of
our board of directors and the over 1,000 members of The Chamber, I would like to express my strong
support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. I
believe this project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area by improving local air quality,
modernizing and upgrading refinery equipment, and generating significant local economic benefits.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington
operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently, while
continuing to help supply the region with transportation fuels that are essential to our way of life. As a
result of the LARIC project, local emissions will be reduced and air quality will be improved. In addition,
much-needed jobs will be created for local workers, local businesses will gain hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues, and millions of dollars in state and local tax revenues will be generated, which can be
used to help fund local priorities in Carson and Wilmington. This project will also has a regional effect
throughout Southern California, including Long Beach.
Tesoro has been a good corporate citizen and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to our local
communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting Southern California communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment. Furthermore, Tesoro is
choosing to invest in long-term improvements to its Los Angeles operations at a time when other
companies are selecting a different path.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s effort to
improve and streamline its facilities.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 562-436-6723.
Sincerely,

Randy Gordon
President and CEO
cc: via email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
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May 2, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) –

Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As the CEO of International Trade Education Programs,
a nonprofit organization working with youth in the Harbor Gateway community (Wilmington,
San Pedro, and Carson), I appreciate the fact that Tesoro demonstrates a strong commitment to
our community. Through its employee volunteers, commitment to student internships, and
ongoing sponsorship of student-related programs, Tesoro sets the bar high for corporate social
responsibility.
It is for this reason that I support the efficiency upgrades Tesoro will be making to the refinery
that will help to make our families and neighborhoods safer. This project is a win-win for all of
us that live and work in the community.
I understand that Tesoro will invest hundreds of millions of dollars in refinery upgrades that
will help reduce refinery emissions, create operating efficiencies through greater reliability,
and bring much-needed jobs to the area. Tesoro has been a good neighbor, working with
community members to promptly address any concerns regarding environmental and safety
issues.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. If you have any questions, please feel free to
contact me at 424-368-7100 ext 103
Sincerely,

Amy L. Grat
CEO
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQM D
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong 1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong suppo1t for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will jmprove local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor. CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much•needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Signature:
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong suppmt for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing mHlions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refine,y Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refine1y. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much•needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the l'efinery continue to meet strict
regional afr quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who Hve and work in the area.
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Dar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safo, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LAR[C) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfuJly urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all ofus who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Signature:

Address:
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is impo1tant to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wihnington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing milJions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effo1t to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project wHI benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.~ov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is impm1ant to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor. CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Pr~ject
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery futegration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars suppo1ting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully supp01t this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all ofus who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully suppo1t this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Name:
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Jntegration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local ta." revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has al.ready invested millions of dollars suppo1ting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@agmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Signature:

Name:
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all ofus who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Signature:

Name:

Address:
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l@aqmd.gov

Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARTC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refine1y
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars suppo1ting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effo1t to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Name:

Address:
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARJC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 miJlion to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commihnent to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the conununities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully supp011 this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project ,vill benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Signature:
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Date:
Jiltian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is imp01tant to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, l fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit alfof us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Signatr/

X. v---=
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Gang Alternatives Program
309 W. Opp Street
Wilmington, CA 90744
888-293-9323

www.gangfree.org

May 10, 2016
Ms Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 9176
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
As Executive Director of the Harbor Area Gang Alternatives Program (GAP) I want to register my support for
the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro for its facilities in
Carson and Wilmington. This project is important because it will improve local air quality, generate local
economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize Tesoro’s refinery
equipment. The creation of local jobs, the spending of money in our communities, and the upgrading of
refinery infrastructure are all important elements in the growth and revitalization of our service area.
This project ultimately will improve air quality by reducing local emissions and help the refinery continue to
meet strict regional air quality standards. It also will provide significant future health benefits to the schools
and children we serve in the area by providing them a healthier environment in which to learn, play, and
grow. Every such improvement is a necessary and needed benefit for our future generations.
This project will contribute significantly to the local economy. It will create much-needed jobs for local
workers, produce millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public
priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generate hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. Jobs are important in our fight against gangs and gang violence.
Tesoro has been a good corporate partner and consistently demonstrates its strong commitment to our
communities. Tesoro invests millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach
communities and local nonprofits, and it is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s effort to improve
and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me (dougsemark@gangfree.org) or Deputy Director
Juan Torres, MPA, (juantorres@gangfree.org) at our Wilmington office, 310-519-7233.
Sincerely,

Douglas L. Semark, Ph.D.
Executive Director and Chief Learning Officer

My Gangfree Life®

Our Gangfree Family®

G3-945

The Gangfree Workplace®
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88
torrancechambe,.com

Torrance
vf
Ar<:3 Chamber

Coml!'l<:rcc

I 3400 Torrance Blvd, Suite 100, Torrance, CA 90501 I phone (310) 540-5858

J

fax (310) 540-7662

May 13, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
On behalf of the Torrance Area Chamber of Commerce (T ACC), I am writing to urge support for the Los
Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is a
beneficial step forward for the South Bay and for the state of Califomia.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington
operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. While
this investment is being made in Carson and Wilmington. the return on Tesoro's investment will benefit
cities in the South Bay such as Torrance because it will improve local air quality and generate significant
local economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of
dollars in increased state and local tax revenues, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in
revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also better posture the refinery to produce
energy supplies that are critical to the state's long-tenn economic growth, while also helping the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
For these reasons and more. I support this project and respectfully urge approval ofTesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities.

D nna Duperron,
P esident and CEO
TACC
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May 13, 2016

Re:

CALL TO ACTION: SUPPORT TESORO at MAY 17 HEARING

To Whom It May Concern,
Our organization has voted to SUPPORT Tesoro’s Los Angeles Refinery
Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project. The proposed project will physically
connect Tesoro’s Carson and Wilmington facilities, creating a single, fully
integrated refinery with cleaner, more modern and more efficient operations.
This project will substantially reduce local air emissions, while generating many
local jobs and other significant economic benefits for the area.
Sincerely,

President/CEO

1600 Sacramento Inn Way, Suite 232  Sacramento, CA 95815  916-463-0178  cbcc@calbcc.org
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express. my strong support for the L os Angeles Refine1:X lnte~ration and
, this
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of C:Pm17tr)/v
project is important to me specifically because it w iJI improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good j obs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. Th is project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the s e:finery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing mrnions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to pu blic priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and gen erating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed UJJgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This -project will substantially contribute to tbe local economy and significantly improve local ait
quality. Furthennore, Tesoro has been a good neigbbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has a lready invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effoti
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

CH!?.1.£. ~ '-li
(p5"(p {J rJ (1/f..t(t;(,I V Cl(_

Sincerely,

~.
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor: CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar~ CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @agmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Re f ·iInte
n~
ratiQ_~
Compliance (LARlC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
>I\ , this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve .local air quail y, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that nms more cleanly and
efficiently. This project wilJ improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as c1·eating much-needed jobs for local
workers>producing mill ions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute LO publ.ic priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantiaJly contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthemwre, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistentJy demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is commhted lo
continuing its community investment.
Once again, 1 fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit aJl of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
Sincerely,

t

-_...,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396~3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l @aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Re fmery Integration and
V)
, this
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of (JJ
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.

WW'JO

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Fmthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in

f,\tr)m;(\~ Q\\llF&ev
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 1s>.r::-7 &',I • c
do~ .

orri

thearea.
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Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and ~ onwlian~$ P1~oject ,{LARIC) Tesoro
I -.lf)r;-U,....J
j/t.,.(_/ ftVlpt} ,/'1...1 / A
Dear Ms. Wong:

e.~

'J ( )--, tJ (I W 'VV\C,t..., t.A--, ,-i V c-I{)~{) ~dt~ll/ u.1i:-:-1Jtt>J-rtJ .

j-/ '

I would like to express my strong suppo1tforthe Los Ange1es Re-fin~ Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of ~
_;;;:, this
project is important to me specifi cally because ·it will improve local air qmility, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthe1more, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again,. I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l@aqmd.2ov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of {_05 f.:\" e/d',this
proj ect is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality. ~nera~
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers. producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Fmthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supp011ing the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully supp011 this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
If you have any questions. please feel free to contact me at

-
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Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l <a),agmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong suppmt for the Los Angeles Refiµ,ery Lnteg:ratio ~d
Compliance (LJ\RIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident ofY.~,r~VY" tJ IA.AA; , this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standru·ds.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely, ;_ ~

~
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar. CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l (@,aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Lps ~ ,1_,/e.4. , this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quali~ generate
significant local economic benefits. including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits. such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing mm ions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and f ,ong Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effo1t
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
Sincerely,

J) cir~
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l @aqrnd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARJC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of C ~ f2~ N.
, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars suppo1ting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

G3-956

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1 @aqmd.e.ov

Subject: Los Angeles Re.finery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong suppo11 for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
this
Compliance (LARJC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, gene.rate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modemize refinery equipment.

CA-/(8 fJij ,

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that nms more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is conunitted to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully suppo1t this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in

the area.

lf you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396·3 l 76
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery lnte.&·ation and
Compliance (LARfC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of 4.qf ~e;(c:,,, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that nms more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars suppo1ting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach conununities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully suppo1t this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This proj ect will benefit all of us wl~ve an,d w.91! Ju
the area.
H4~;f ~

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
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Sincerely,
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong su.pport for the Los Angeles Refine1l, Integration and
Compliance (LARlC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of l_'..' A
Ji.;3tJAJ , this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local rur quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. 1t
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the re.finery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Fu11hermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

------

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
Sincerely~ ~ c . .

G3-959
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396·3176
Fax: (909) 396·3324
Email: Jwongl @agmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
, this
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of ~,rSt:r")I'\
project is important to me specifically because it will improve loca l air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much•needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional afr quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Fu11bermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is conunitted to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline hs facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
Sincerely,
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 9 1765
P hone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @agmd.gov

Subject: Los A ngeles Refinery integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) T esoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

l wo uld like to express my stro ng support for the Los Angeles Refind Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) proj ect proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
1/2.-.#'". $ ~ , this
project is important to me specifically because it w ill improve loca l air quali ty, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to imp rove its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refi nery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This proj ect will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. lt
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much~needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. f u rthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communit ies and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfu lly urge you to approve Tcsoro's effort
to improve and streamline it s facilit ies. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

G3-961
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 9 1765
Phone: (909) 396-3 176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @agmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARJC) 'fesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I wou ld like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Car.s on
, thi s
proj ect is important to me specifi cally because it will improve local air quali ty, generate
signi ficant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to lhe area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery . It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, produci ng millions of dollars in increased state and loca1 tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment lo our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach co1nmunities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facil ities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
Sincerely,
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @ aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong suppo1t for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of 'for-r<::u'\ c...Q.., , this
project is important to me specifically because h will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I full y support this appli cation and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its fac ilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program S upervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
2 1865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3 176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @.agmd.gov

Subj ect: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
, this
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of C.~-< ,;, z:r-..
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
signifi cant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of mimons of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that nms more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
wi ll also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington aud Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, pl ease feel free to contact me at
Sincerely,~ ~ ~ ~
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl·@aqmd.gov

Su~ject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

[ wou ld like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and.
Comp'ljance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident ol'
ptp" , this
project is impo1ianl to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipm~nt.

un-,

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. .Furthetmore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully suppo1t this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project wiJI benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
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Sincerely,
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: J wong I@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARJC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
, this
Compliance (LARI C) project proposed by Tesoro. J\s a res ident of CA,z-t:!,(),j
project is important to me specifically because it wi ll improve loca l air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue lo meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthennore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free lo contact me at
Sincerely,

G3-966
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.Q.ov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong. support for the Los Angeles Refimyy_In_tegration and
this
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.

~
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Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington opetations Lo create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a slrong
commitment to o ur communities. Tesoro has a lready invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
C)
- I . (J,,J/_ J/ ~ ~ - - ,
Sincerely,
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LAR1C) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

J would like to express rny strong support for the Los Angeles Refiner¥ Integration and
Compliance (LAR1 C) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of i"" !3,
, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that nms more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthe1more, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
conunitment to our commtmities. Tt!soro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincere!~
~
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@agmcl.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

~v )

I would like to express my strong support for the Los AngeJes Refinery [ntegration and
Compliance (LARJC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local ai.r"t\uality, generate
significant local economic benefits, incJuding bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.

CU'\

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our conununities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerelq ~
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @.agmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Lntegration and
Compliance (LARl C) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of L~ 'fuiu,h._ , this
project is important to me specifical ly because it wiH improve local a ir quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its exis6ng Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I full y support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
Sincerely,
(~
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tcsoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refine~ Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of L:,~(LSON
, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our conununities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is conunitted to
continuing its commlUlity investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
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If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at {?> (0)
Sincerely,
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @ag md.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refi.o9t'!, Jntegration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of (;ft(2. St? t--f
, this
proj ect is important to me specifically because it will improve local ai.r quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. lbis project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet sttict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
Sincerely,
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: {909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong 1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

T would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (L/\RIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of CA:f<.~J
, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refin ery that runs more c1eauly and
efficiently. l11is projecl will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers. producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmin1:,,rton, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro 's effort
to improve and streamline its faci lities. This project w ill benefit alJ of us who Live and work in

the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely, / ~ '-///, .·
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
2 1865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3 176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aq md.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery lntegration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear M s. Wong:
[ would Jike to express my s Lrong support for the Los An geles Refinery Integration and
Co mpliance (LA R IC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Lbn,q ~ , this
project is important lo me specifica lly because il w ill improve local air qual ity. generate
significant local economk benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will subs tantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I full y support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro 's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who li ve and work in
the area.
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If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
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Sincerely ,
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-J 176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmc.l.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARlC)Tcsoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
, this
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
project is impo1tant to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that rw1s more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. ft
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers·, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This proj ect will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
Sincerely, ~
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery lntegration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of L.1"),,.4 ·~c(:., , this
project is important to me specific ally because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hLU1drcds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project wm benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I woul.d Jike to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery fotegration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of 1
{ ;1MJ1f.1oY1 , this
project is imporlant to me specifically because it will improve local arr quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthennore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars suppo11ing the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communitiis and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and strean1Jine its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd. gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
l would like to express my strong suppmt for the Los Angeles Refo1e~1tegration and
this
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of \..
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.

v{'MV'\

,

Tesoro is investing htmdreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Fmthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighhor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have

questions, please feel free to contact me at
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
2 J865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refin7ry Integratio11 and
Compliance (LAR1C) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of j::pntl ~ev\__ • this
project is important to me specificaUy because it will improve local a ir qpafrty-, genernte
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. furthe1more. Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free lo contact me at
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Sincerely,
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: J wong l @aqmd. gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LA RIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refi nery lnlegraMo~ and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of (DfVlf)1VN , this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that rnns more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tcsoro's eff01t
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any qt - tions, please feel free to contact me at
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Sincerely,
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l @ag md.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARJC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) proj ect proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of CB-rso-r-,
, this
project is important to me specifically because it wUI improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quaUty by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much.,needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and Local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The pro.9osed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has bee n a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment Lo our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its faci lities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
Sincerely,
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong

Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARJC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of i'a,,-/0.<,r<.Q.. , this
project is important to me specificaJ]y because it wiJI improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmingron operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more clean]y and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provjde significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades wi ll also help the refin ery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has a lready invest ed mill·ions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communi ties and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in

the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
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Sincerely,
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1 @aq md.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Re.finery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong supporl for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of u..z...r-S0?-1
, this
project is impo1tant to me specificalJy because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
WiJmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. lt
will also provide significant economjc benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contri bute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Purthe1more, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested mill ions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro' s effort
to improve and strt!amline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
Sincerely,

G3-983
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
, this
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Ca,,,,-~
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project wiJl improve air quality by reducing locaJ emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing mrnions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds ofmillions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project wi ll substantially contribute to the local economy and si gnificantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and locaJ nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro ' s effort
to improve and streamline its facil ities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
Sincerely,

G3-984
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone:(909)396-3176

Fax; (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1 @agmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refine1-y 1ntegration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of /.2.eclarrdo&.1, . , this
project is important to me specifically because it wUI improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refine1-y equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of doJlars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of miJlions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthennore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is couunitted to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, p]ease feel free to contact me at

·yeuyet' se.
cJ.:io3
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176

Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Jntegration and
, this
Compliance (LA RIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of ~ 1 1 c.e,
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthe1more, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to om communities. Tesoro has already invested mirnons of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is conunitted to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I ful1y support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project wiJl benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: JwongJ@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of ~
, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. Tlus project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing mill ions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthennore, Tesoro has been a good nei ghbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has ah"eady invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfulJy urge you to approve Tesoro' s effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This projecL will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

lf you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at ~ ~ c.C<L ,t>-~AY\::Co~S" ~ ~~ i~L SJ -

~ CA·
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond .Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @agmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery lntegratjon and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
this
project is important to me specifically because il will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.

C.~ ,

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of do1lars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthennore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our commw1ities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support thjs application and respectfully w·ge you t o approve Tesoro' s effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at~
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1 @aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I wouJ~ like to expr~ss m~ strong support for the Los. Ange~es Refinery Inte!Fation and .
, this
Compliance (LARlC) proJect proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of ('(?"'f p'fc:Jproject is important to me specificaUy because it will .i mprove local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that nms more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthe1more, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supp01ting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully suppo11 this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincere!~ ~
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396~3176

Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l (ci),agmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of 0 0J.-.1Mt,~ , this
project is important to me specificaJly because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthennore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
If you have any questions. please feel free to contact me at
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324

Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refine~Inte
~_2_011 and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
/ii-rv , this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air qua ity, generate
significant local economic benefits, incJudiog bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modemize refinery equipment.

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its exfating Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priori ties in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthe1more, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commi lment lo our comrnw1ities. Tesoro has already invested mimons of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed Lo
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I ful)y support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
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From: bodzuma@comcast.net [mailto:bodzuma@comcast.net]
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2016 12:18 PM
To: Jillian Wong <jwong1@aqmd.gov>
Cc: Bodnar, Linda <bodzuma@comcast.net>
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)

13 May 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important because it will
improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing many
good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will not only improve air quality by reducing emissions, but will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, and
generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed
upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet regional air quality standards.
Tesoro is a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to our
communities throughout California. Tesoro has invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits. And Tesoro continues
to demonstrate its commitment to the communities where the Company operates.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s effort
to improve its facilities.
Sincerely,
William Bodnar
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May 14, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. I support this project for a few reasons. First, the project will
provide significant economic benefits, producing millions of dollars in state and local tax revenues
that can contribute to public interests in cities like Carson and Wilmington. In addition, the project
will create much-needed jobs for local workers and graduates, like me, of SBCC’s Energy Pathway
Program, work opportunities in the refinery and process technology sector.
Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighborhood partner and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has invested millions of in the local port and south bay
cities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment. When local
nonprofit organizations are supported, the residents and the communities they service benefit from
career development opportunities, educational and community support services those organizations
provide.
Lastly, Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This will significantly improve local air quality by reducing local emissions from the
refinery. These proposed upgrades will help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality
standards which are to the benefit to both the workers and communities that are impacted most by
the refinery.
Once again, I fully support Tesoro’s application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work
in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 753-7926.
Sincerely,
Denice Aleman
509 East Bonds Street
Carson, CA 90745
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Vernon (Val) Lerch
5951 Jaymills Avenue, Long Beach, CA 90805
562-884-2759
ValLerch@gmail.com

May 18, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) –
Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration
and Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to
the community of north Long Beach and to the City of Long Beach specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic
benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery
equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson
and Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs
more cleanly and efficiently. This project will not only improve air quality by
reducing local emissions, but will also provide significant economic benefits, such
as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in
increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the
refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
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Vernon (Val) Lerch
5951 Jaymills Avenue, Long Beach, CA 90805
562-884-2759
ValLerch@gmail.com

This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly
improve local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and
consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has
already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its
community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro’s effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all
of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 562.884.2759.
Sincerely,

Val Lerch
U.S. Coast Guard (Ret)
Chair, LB Veterans Day Committee
Former Vice Mayor Long Beach
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Lakewood, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate
significant local economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and
modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and
generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The
proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality
standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and
local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro’s effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 233-4271.
Sincerely,
Bryan Bracco
4602 Dunrobin Ave
Lakewood, CA 90713
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May 16, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) –
Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Los Angeles, this project is
important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local
economic benefits, including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery
equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and
efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It
will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local
workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities in Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery
continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air
quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong
commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to
continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in
the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 323-533-9522.
Sincerely,
Livier Ramirez
Livier Ramirez, Emerald Legacy- Benefits Resource Consultant
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1296 Magnolia Avenue
Corona, CA 92879
888.810.FUEL (3835)
951.272.3369 fax

DOWNS
ENERGY

downsenergy.com

FUEL & LUBRICANTS

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909)396-3324
Email: Twongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) -Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC)
project proposed by Tesoro. My business, located at 1296 Magnolia Ave in Corona, is dependent on a healthy
and viable California refining capacity. This assures California motorists and fuel consumers receive
adequate supplies of fuel, competitively priced.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations
to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve
air quality. It will provide significant economic benefits, creating much-needed jobs for local workers. If
allowed, it will produce millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues. And, it will generate
hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The upgrades assure that the refinery will
meet strict regional air quality standards.
Without important modernization of the California refinery base, consumers will suffer fuel supply
difficulties and our state will become more dependent on out-of-state sources that are less secure and
dependable. With California's unique fuel standards it is essential that we allow such modernization and
increased efficiency.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to improve
and streamline its facilities . This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area and the state.

If you have any questions, please feel free to reach me at the contact information provided in this letter.
Sincerely,

;ltv{l,UJ ~ ~
Michael J. Downs
President
Downs Energy
Fueling Business. Delivering Performance.
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong 1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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UNITED CAMBODIAN COMMUNITY
2201 E. Anaheim Street
Suite 200
Long Beach, CA 90804

Board of Directors
Weston LaBar

Chair
Partner, Pear Strategies

Mary Ellen Mitchell
Treasurer
Executive Director

“Honor The Past-Build The Future”
Established 1977

Phone: 562.433.2490
Fax: 562.433.0564
www.ucclb.org

May 23, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765

Vic Nol

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) –
Tesoro

Members At Large

Dear Ms. Wong:

Justin Kloth
Sophath Chou
Judy Seal
Antonio Gaskin
Mark Fender
Allison Gallagher
Javier Gonzalez
Sandy Garrido
Sothida Tan
Nathaniel Brown

I would like to express my support for Tesoro and their project the Los Angeles
Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC). Tesoro and the project are valuable
to United Cambodian Community (UCC) specifically because it will generate
significant local economic benefits by bringing many good jobs to the area.

Secretary
Edison Local Public Affairs

Advisory
Members:
Dee Andrews

Long Beach Councilmember

Sweety Chap

Khemara Times-Editor

Roeun Chin
Entrepreneur

Stephen Lesser
Publicist

UCC’s mission is to promote and advocate for the well-being and advancement of the
Cambodian community. UCC provides health promotion, youth development and
community engagement programs. UCC increases economic development in the
Cambodian community through workforce development with transitional-aged youth.
UCC also encourages youth towards science, technology, engineering, and math
careers. In alignment with UCC’s priorities, Tesoro provides jobs for local workers,
produces millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can
contribute to public priorities, and generates revenues for local businesses.
Tesoro demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already
invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach
communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community
investment.
I support this application and respectfully encourage you to approve Tesoro’s effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit those who live and
work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 433-2490.
Sincerely,

Susana Sngiem
Executive Director
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"SERVING THOSE WHO SERVED"

May 20, 2016
U.S.VETS
LONG BEACH
ADVISORY COUNCIL

Mike Murray

Chctinnan
Jeff Bailey
Alex Cherin
Mich1tel DuRee
Gerald Fisher
TomGood
JohnHow1trd
Matt Knabe
Val Lerch

Bonnie Lowenthal

Craig Mandeville
James McCollough
Kathy McDonnell
Dick McKenna
Tammie Murray
Na.ncyVillasenor
Jaclyn Paxton

MS. Julian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copely Drive
Diamond BAR, CA 91765

Dear Ms. Wong:

U.S.VETS - Long Beach supports our friend and neighbor, Tesoro and the
Tesoro Foundation.

We have been neighbors of the Tesoro Corporation for 17 years.

Tesoro has supported our community of veterans with employment
opportunities, support services for veteran housing and a community

Larry Rice

partnership that has informed and empowered the West Long Beach area.
Tesoro has supported our disabled and senior veterans with building
upgrades, beautification projects and holiday events.

We stand as partners with Tesoro in the mission of community development
U.S.VETS-LONG BEACH
Sk/lOK RUN, WALK OR

ROLL, 8am, Saturday,
June 18, 2016
GRANADA BEACH, 1
GRANADA AVE., L.B.

that serves to fortify our village and to provide a future for the children and
families in Long Beach.

$25.00 Registration fee or
sponsor a Veteranproceeds to purchase
wheelchair lift vehicle for
disabled Veterans.
www.usvetslnc.org/longbeach

Bt'enda Threatt
Executive Director
U.S.VETS - LONG BEACH
2001 River Avenue
Long Reach,CA 90810
562.200.7300

Fax 562.388.7991
www.usvetsinc.org
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: !wongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Colleen Mooney
comooney@sbcglobal.net
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: [wong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

vJn fu~

Cathy Cesarz
ccesarz@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: !wong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach· in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who Jive and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Sabrina Silva
ssilva@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: 1wong1@agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

,'.~ q ~
Toy Hightower
thightower@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: ]wongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Selene Ketchum
sketchum@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

A-~

Angelia Guerrero
aguerrero@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

~~~r
Sandra Campos
scampos@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: fwongl @aq:m.d.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Nina Harris
ninaharris@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

~v-A.~
Rosalind Stafford
rosalindstafford@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aq mcl.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Noel Genuine
egenuino@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396·3176
Fax: (909) 396·3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high·paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach· in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, l fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This pmject will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Arlene Sarmiento
asarmiento@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

~ - ~~
Gina Lomibao
glomibao@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar. CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: lwong1@aqmd'.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

J an Conde
jconde@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: fwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

rv~™v~
Victor Castrejon
vcastrejon@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

\2i\G\J\Af~ { ~
Diana Medel
dmedel@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South CoastAQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Gabriele Ramirez
gramirez@sbaycenter.com

G3-1045
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May 12, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

~~~

Daniel Alvarez
dalvarez@sbaycenter.com

G3-1046
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May 12, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery lntegration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

l would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit aB of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

~AP-Angela Retana
aretana@sbaycenter.com

G3-1047
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May 12, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARlC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Chris Herrera
cherrera@sbaycenter.com

G3-1048
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May 16, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Twong1@agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, l fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Charlie Sandoval
csandoval@sbaycenter.com

G3-1049
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May 16, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: ]wong1@agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
[ would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

CM~
Chandelle Wiebe
cwiebe@sbaycenter.com

G3-1050
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May 16, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Evan Oliver
eoliver@sbaycenter.com

G3-1051
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May 16, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Eva Urena
eurena@sbaycenter.com

G3-1052
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May 16, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: [wongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARlC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Karina Martin
kmartin@sbaycenter.com

G3-1053
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May 16, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. lfyou have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

~-~
lfrausto@sbaycenter.com

G3-1054
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May 16, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: )wong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LA RIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Margarita Meza
mmeza@sbaycenter.com

G3-1055
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May 16, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LA RIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. ff you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

~Ji~~.~r

jcabrera@sbaycenter.com

G3-1056
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May 16, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: fwongl@agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

~~
Belinda Noguez
bnoguez@sbaycenter.com

G3-1057
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May 16, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Iwo ngl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery lntegration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where l myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, l fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Robert Jones
rjones@sbaycenter.com

G3-1058
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May 16, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: 1wong1@aqrnd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery lntegration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Dalilia Cornejo
dcornejo@sbaycenter.com

G3-1059
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May 12, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765

Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC} Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Cendy Andra e
candrade@sbaycenter.com

G3-1060
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: lwong1@agmd,i:ml
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

(J
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Sincerel~,

Angelica Brambila
abrambila@sbaycenter.com

G3-1061
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May 12, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive

Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
w~rk in the-area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
'

G3-1062
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
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Elisea Grimaldo
egrimaldo@sbaycenter.com

G3-1063
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive

Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Iwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely

~

•

'

:&

~

.

~~orhLopez
mlellsworth@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: lwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all ofus who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

chez
msanchez@sbaycenter.com
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May12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit aJl of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

,,.~~~
Maria Rios
mrios@sbaycenter.com
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
SincerelY.,

~hl~.

mmartinez@sbaycenter.com
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May 12, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

ida Alvarado
aalvarado@sbaycenter.com
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May12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765

Phone: (909) 396·3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324

Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all ofus who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
~re,
~Ga
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: (wong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

~,f~\v-Julius Franklin
jfrank)in@sbaycenter.com
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive

Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Twongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it wilJ improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Sinc\°Iy j ~
bri~ illarreal
"1-l real@sbaycenter.com
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May 12, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

G3-1072
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive

Diamond Bar) CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: [wo ngl@aqmd.ggy
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

G3-1073
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive

Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

r would Jike to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sinc;erely,

li Paniagua
agua@sbaycenter.com
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive

Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project {LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach· in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
\ s w cerelY\ \

.

~ ~ r\J~ ur-Marie Montoya
mmontoya@sbayc -

.com
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South CoastAQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

~
Maribel Ahumada
mahumada@sbaycenter.com
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach~ in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

G3-1077
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396·3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery lntegration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery lntegration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach~ in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

"ci
rrera
lherrera@sbaycenter.com

G3-1078
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive

Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: rwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

I

Ro r iguez
arodriguez@sbaycenter.com
ria , •
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765

Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: lwong:l@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

c\..~k

r,, _
\j_Q_\vi>L-7
"

Daniela Vidal
dvidal@sbaycenter.com
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive

Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

G3-1081
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive

Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: lwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

G3-1082
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South CoastAQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something las a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

ouston
n@sbaycenter.com

G3-1083
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Twong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Nelly Leng
nleng@sbaycenter.com

G3-1084
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396~3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

a ela Leyva
g eyva@sbaycenter.com

G3-1085
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

ayra Rivero
mrivero@sbaycenter.com

G3-1086
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May 12, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax; (909) 396-3324
Email: rwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

G3-1087
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members caJl home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

rro Farias
arias@sbaycenter.com

G3-1088
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: lwong1@agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

JwL

Shawntee Dilworth
sdilworth@sbaycenter.com

G3-1089
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar> CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

~G--

Susana Carmona
scarmona@sbaycenter.com

G3-1090
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley D1·ive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: !wong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where l myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Dominguez
rdominguez@sbaycenter.com

G3-1091
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: fwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and feJlow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

~

Maria Cuevas
mcuevas@sbaycenter.com

G3-1092
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May 12, 2016

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
___..--.....t. to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work i
e area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

G3-1093
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May12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar~ CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324

Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

<- .a:id.A~
Csrnct~aF~~elen
sflewelen@sbaycenter.com

G3-1094
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Patricia Vasquez
pvasquez@sbaycenter.com

G3-1095
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Evelyn Larios
elarios@sbaycenter.com

G3-1096
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwng1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

c ~er:

a ::!Fi'::.:

eflewelen@sbaycenter.com

G3-1097
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

G3-1098
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: lwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sin~~

~ s Rivera
Jnvera@sbaycenter.com

G3-1099
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: [wong1@aqmd.gqy
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skiHs specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

sttre~
~
Rodriguez
krodriguez@sbaycenter.com

G3-1100
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May 12, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

~t~
epinto@sbaycenter.com

G3-1101
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive

Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
.11..ncerely,

(~!!:::::

pmadrigal@sbaycenter.com

G3-1102
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and
Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. This project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality where I myself and fellow community
members call home. This project also serves to generate significant local economic benefits.
Benefits that include bringing high-paying industry jobs to the area which provide local
community members with job training skills specific to the refining industry.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities, something I as a community
member can attest to. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the
communities of Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach- in addition to local nonprofits and
key community partners, demonstrating their continued commitment to the surrounding
community at large.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's
effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and
work in the area. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

a;~

csalas@sbaycenter.com
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I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

NAME AS A SUPPORTER
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

~LEA~E AD_Q,,MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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I ~u~portTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
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I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
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I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in ~arsqn and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASEt ~ME AS A SUPPORTER
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I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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I ~u~port Tesoro's L~s Ang~les Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington
and create good, local jobs.
'

Y NAME AS A SUPPORTER
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I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Dear Ms. Wong:
I am writing to share with you Hispanas Organized for Political Equality’s (HOPE) community partnership with
Tesoro, and to ask you to please take into consideration the positive contributions Tesoro has made, as you
deliberate on the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance project. For the past several years Tesoro
has been working with HOPE to inform and engage Latinas on the energy challenges facing our state. HOPE's
Power of Energy Series provides our community-based leaders with a broad background on California's energy
challenges. Energy issues are of significant importance to our state and community, and yet are the least
understood by our audience. We need our community leaders to be more competent--and informed--on critical
energy issues. Every decision being made at all levels of government have a large impact on the environment
and economy of California
With Tesoro’s support HOPE’s Power Energy Series has trained over 1000 Latinas in the past four years. The
series ensures that participants possess broad-based, integrated knowledge of how local and state political
processes impact policies dealing with the environment, energy and economics of the state. Participants hear
from leading experts, policy makers, and community leaders charged with crafting policy solutions that are
supportive of environment sustainability and the economic well-being of the state. With the knowledge and
experience gained through HOPE's initiative, our goal for participants is for them to be more knowledgeable-and confident--in understanding the complexities of energy challenges in California.
Tesoro represents a corporate partner willing to support the local community, and the community organizations
that serve so many Angelinos. With HOPE, Tesoro has invested in the leadership development and education
of 1000 Latinas. Thank you for the opportunity to share the positive experience HOPE has had in partnering
with Tesoro.
Sincerely,

Helen Torres
Executive Director
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24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Huntington	
  Beach,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (714)	
  854-‐4508.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Mike	
  Dailey	
  
19692	
  Stern	
  Lane	
  
Huntington	
  Beach,	
  CA	
  92648	
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24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Bellflower,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (562)	
  824-‐2063.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Jeffrey	
  Westra	
  
10425	
  Ponderosa	
  Street	
  
Bellflower,	
  CA	
  90706	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1115

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Long	
  Beach,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (562)	
  421-‐4025.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Greg	
  Fountain	
  
4129	
  Iroquois	
  ave	
  
Long	
  Beach,	
  CA	
  90713	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1116

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Wilmington,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (310)	
  522-‐7077.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Ryan	
  Brown	
  
2101	
  E.	
  PCH	
  
Wilmington,	
  CA	
  90744	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1117

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Wilmington,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (310)	
  522-‐6020.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Travis	
  Crouch	
  
2101	
  E.	
  Pacific	
  Coast	
  Highway	
  
Wilmington,	
  CA	
  90744	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1118

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Long	
  Beach,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (562)	
  277-‐4122.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Johnny	
  Maldonado	
  
3113	
  Atlantic	
  Ave.	
  
Long	
  Beach,	
  CA	
  90807	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1119

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Seal	
  Beach,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (562)	
  493-‐1671.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Brad	
  Morris	
  
3600	
  Teaberry	
  Circle	
  
Seal	
  Beach,	
  CA	
  90740	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1120

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  NORWALK,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  5626185141.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
miguel	
  	
  gonzalez	
  
14029	
  MAIDSTONE	
  
NORWALK,	
  CA	
  90650-‐3817	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1121

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

23/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Mission	
  Viejo,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (949)	
  716-‐7780.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Steven	
  Fogelberg	
  
23483	
  Indian	
  Wells	
  
Mission	
  Viejo,	
  CA	
  92692	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1122

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Long	
  Beach,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (562)	
  787-‐2727.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Magdalena	
  Ibarra	
  
2024	
  Baltic	
  Ave	
  
Long	
  Beach,	
  CA	
  90810	
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____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Huntington	
  Beach,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (310)	
  522-‐6297.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
William	
  Hurley	
  
609	
  Amber	
  Dr.	
  
Huntington	
  Beach,	
  CA	
  92648	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1124

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Torrance,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  
because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  
many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (310)	
  753-‐5229.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Bevan	
  Tighe	
  
18832	
  Doty	
  Ave	
  
Torrance,	
  CA	
  90504	
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____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Carson,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  
because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  
many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (310)	
  522-‐6190.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Robert	
  Mason	
  
2350	
  E.	
  223rd	
  St	
  
Carson,	
  CA	
  90810	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1126

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  MISSION	
  VIEJO,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (949)	
  310-‐7807.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
JEFF	
  PONCE	
  
23362	
  VILLENA	
  
MISSION	
  VIEJO,	
  CA	
  92692	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1127

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Paramount,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (562)	
  400-‐0249.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Samuel	
  Sefe	
  
15506	
  Delcombre	
  Ave	
  
Paramount,	
  CA	
  90723	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1128

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Torrance,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  
because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  
many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (310)	
  503-‐1988.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Robert	
  Blevins	
  
23523	
  Evalyn	
  Ave	
  
Torrance,	
  CA	
  90505	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1129

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

5/24/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Los	
  Angeles,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (214)	
  707-‐3939.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Pearl	
  Lee	
  
417	
  South	
  Hill	
  Street	
  #1101	
  
Los	
  Angeles,	
  CA	
  90013	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1130

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Lawndale,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (310)	
  505-‐8125.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Stephen	
  Kocsy	
  
4530	
  w	
  170th	
  st	
  
Lawndale,	
  CA	
  90260	
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24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Buena	
  Park,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (562)	
  708-‐9741.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Danny	
  Madrid	
  
5786	
  Brazil	
  Drive	
  
Buena	
  Park,	
  CA	
  90620	
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26/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Brea,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  
because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  
many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (310)	
  847-‐3801.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Ted	
  Arase	
  
126	
  N.	
  Thistle	
  Rd.	
  
Brea,	
  CA	
  92821	
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26/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  cerritos,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  
because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  
many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (562)	
  455-‐6874.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Harry	
  Greene	
  
19915	
  Teresa	
  way	
  
cerritos,	
  CA	
  90703	
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25/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Wilmington,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (310)	
  522-‐7164.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Earl	
  Zafra	
  
2101	
  E.	
  Pacific	
  Coast	
  Highway	
  
Wilmington,	
  CA	
  90744	
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20/04/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Irvine,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  
because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  
many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (714)	
  880-‐1647.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Daryoosh	
  	
  Eskandari	
  
634	
  Oak	
  Glen	
  
Irvine,	
  CA	
  92618	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1136

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

24/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Buena	
  Park,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (562)	
  572-‐1812.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Lynne	
  Madrid	
  
5786	
  Brazil	
  Drive	
  
Buena	
  Park,	
  AL	
  90620	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1137

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

25/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Carson,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  
because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  
many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (310)	
  847-‐5273.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Mark	
  Barry	
  
2350	
  E.	
  223rd	
  St	
  
Carson,	
  CA	
  90810	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

G3-1138

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

25/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Torrance,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  
because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  
many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (310)	
  522-‐6107.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Bruce	
  Morgan	
  
23314	
  Marigold	
  Ave,	
  
Torrance,	
  CA	
  90502	
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____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

25/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Torrance,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  
because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  
many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (310)	
  787-‐8503.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Mark	
  Fernandez	
  
1229	
  Beech	
  Avenue	
  
Torrance,	
  CA	
  90501	
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____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

27/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Torrance,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  
because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  
many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (562)	
  544-‐6784.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Joshua	
  Newsom	
  
127	
  Calle	
  de	
  Andalucia	
  
Torrance,	
  CA	
  90277	
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27/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Rancho	
  Palos	
  Verdes,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  
me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (310)	
  699-‐7357.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Dr	
  Isabel	
  Bradley	
  
5442	
  Montemalaga	
  Drive	
  
Rancho	
  Palos	
  Verdes,	
  CA	
  90275	
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31/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Wilmington,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (949)	
  349-‐7111.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Jeffrey	
  Ramlogan	
  
2101	
  E	
  PCH	
  
Wilmington,	
  CA	
  92883	
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30/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Long	
  Beach	
  ,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (562)	
  786-‐1031.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Juan	
  Rocha	
  
2788	
  E	
  14th	
  St	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  ,	
  CA	
  90804	
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31/05/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Granada	
  Hills,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (818)	
  205-‐4016.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Inderjit	
  Singh	
  
17026	
  Goya	
  Street	
  
Granada	
  Hills,	
  CA	
  91344	
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04/06/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Norwalk,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  
because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  
many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (562)	
  754-‐0699.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Guadalupe	
  Reyes	
  
12309	
  Sheridan	
  st	
  
Norwalk,	
  CA	
  90650	
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05/06/2016	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  resident	
  of	
  Riverside,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  
specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality,	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  
including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area,	
  and	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment.	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  
operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  
project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  provide	
  
significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  millions	
  
of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  Carson	
  and	
  
Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  The	
  
proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
This	
  project	
  will	
  substantially	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  local	
  economy	
  and	
  significantly	
  improve	
  local	
  air	
  quality.	
  
Furthermore,	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  
our	
  communities.	
  Tesoro	
  has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  
Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
If	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  at	
  (951)	
  415-‐6280.	
  
Sincerely,	
  
Scott	
  Emory	
  
5437	
  Tate	
  Ct	
  
Riverside,	
  CA	
  92505	
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I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature:4,?tZ-1(...(?'t.,
b~
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(}__
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First Name:

or
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I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

hTEASE ADD MY ,NAME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature:
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/dec::/oir
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

.-

Firma: ·-

I ,-,~/(_ '(,.J'tc..,

(Letra de imprenta)

NombreUov e11c/ c
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I

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplim iento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

:-..;(J()

=

chbf&,
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Domicilio postal:
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Apellido:_ _ __ _ __ _ _
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Estado:

C rt:

Correo electr6nico:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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2016-‐06-‐01	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
David	
  Campbell	
  
1200	
  E	
  220th	
  St.	
  
Carson,	
  CA	
  90745	
  
3105222276	
  
dcampbell@usw675.org	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Nicholas	
  Lolis	
  
1430	
  Redondo	
  ave	
  
Long	
  Beach,	
  Ca	
  90804	
  
5624724676	
  
mrnlolis@gmail.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Jose	
  Ochoa	
  
7447	
  Irwingrove	
  Dr	
  
Downey,	
  Ca	
  90241	
  
3236279939	
  
jochoa1969@sbcglobal.net	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Tim	
  Price	
  
732	
  W	
  18St	
  
San	
  Pedro,	
  Ca	
  90731	
  
3104879289	
  
versetile@prodigy.net	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Alan	
  Pierce	
  
6919	
  Tanglewood	
  st	
  
Lakewood,	
  Ca	
  90713	
  
5628819442	
  
alan.r.pierce@tsocorp.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Richard	
  Latham	
  
2918	
  Sandwood	
  Street	
  
Lakewood,	
  CA	
  90712	
  
5624227645	
  
rdlatham48@gmail.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Todd	
  Farrand	
  
28751El	
  Mio	
  Lane	
  
Mission	
  Viejo,	
  CA	
  92692	
  
7604704117	
  
todd.a.farrand@tsocorp.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Martin	
  Hawkins	
  
4734	
  Maybank	
  Ave	
  
Lakewood,	
  Ca	
  90712	
  
5628578804	
  
mcddhawk4@yahoo.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Jackson	
  Moala	
  
1328	
  E	
  Helmick	
  St	
  
Carson,	
  Ca	
  90746	
  
7143987642	
  
jackson.d.moala@tsocorp.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Dan	
  Whittaker	
  
21431	
  bowspit	
  ln	
  
huntington	
  beach,	
  ca	
  92646	
  
7143265606	
  
one_badride@hotmail.com	
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____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Cory	
  Tomlin	
  
834	
  e	
  4th	
  street	
  #21	
  
long	
  beach,	
  ca	
  90802	
  
3108168140	
  
cory.j.tomlin@tsocorp.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Jeffrey	
  Miller	
  
1605	
  Bardale	
  Ave	
  
San	
  Pedro,	
  CA	
  90731	
  
3106006890	
  
jeff.miller000@gmail.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Oscar	
  Reynoso	
  
16542	
  Brass	
  Lantern	
  	
  Dr.	
  
La	
  Mirada,	
  Ca	
  90638	
  
3109010335	
  
Denalio@hotmail.com	
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Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Michael	
  Rose	
  
14002	
  Dunrobin	
  Ave	
  
Bellflower,	
  CA	
  90706	
  
5623016432	
  
rosem1@tsocorp.com	
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Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Corey	
  Fraser	
  
10051	
  beatrice	
  cir	
  
Buena	
  park,	
  Ca	
  90620	
  
5629655828	
  
ckrsmfraser5@gmail.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Louie	
  Rodriguez	
  
24319	
  
Sawtooth	
  Ct.,	
  California	
  92883	
  
310-‐919-‐7140	
  
spman40@msn.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
James	
  Joromat	
  
11449	
  vale	
  Vista	
  drive	
  
Fontana,	
  California	
  92337	
  
9096186497	
  
jamesjoromat@gmail.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Joseph	
  Mejia	
  
2644	
  E	
  219th	
  St	
  
Carson,	
  Ca	
  90810	
  
5622564321	
  
joedeneli@gmail.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Vincent	
  Carreon	
  
304	
  N	
  Malgren	
  Ave	
  
San	
  Pedro,	
  California	
  90732	
  
3102001548	
  
vincel4021@hotmail.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Robert	
  Montoya	
  
25364	
  Gentian	
  Ave	
  
Moreno	
  Valley,	
  Ca.	
  92551	
  
9513857520	
  
lemiro72@gmail.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Danny	
  Andres	
  
19124	
  gridley	
  rd.	
  
Cerritos,	
  Ca.	
  90703	
  
5622099946	
  
winneildandres@verizon.net	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Ruben	
  Alcala	
  
10253	
  
Muroc	
  st,	
  Ca	
  90706	
  
5625192513	
  
ruben.m.alcala@tsocorp.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Michael	
  Vigil	
  
12031	
  Penford	
  dr	
  
La	
  Mirada,	
  Ca	
  90638	
  
3105642992	
  
michael.vigil79@yahoo.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Scott	
  Puisis	
  
11328	
  Pinetree	
  Ln	
  
Stanton,	
  CA	
  90680	
  
7146545591	
  
scott.p.puisis@tsocorp.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Joel	
  De	
  Jesus	
  
5918	
  Dunrobin	
  ave	
  
Lakewood,	
  Ca	
  90713	
  
5628042368	
  
jtdejesus2001@yahoo.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Randy	
  Ell	
  
2562	
  coventry	
  circle	
  
Fullerton,	
  Ca	
  92833	
  
7146209254	
  
robot2002@yahoo.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Armando	
  Gallegos	
  
149	
  W	
  51st	
  St	
  
Long	
  Beach,	
  CA	
  90805	
  
3109557274	
  
armando.gallegos@tsocorp.com	
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2016-‐06-‐05	
  
	
  
Jillian	
  Wong	
  
Program	
  Supervisor,	
  CEQA	
  
South	
  Coast	
  AQMD	
  
21865	
  Copley	
  Drive	
  
Diamond	
  Bar,	
  CA	
  91765	
  
Phone:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3176	
  
Fax:	
  (909)	
  396-‐3324	
  
Email:	
  Jwong1@aqmd.gov	
  
	
  
	
  
Subject:	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  Project	
  (LARIC)	
  –	
  Tesoro	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Wong:	
  
	
  
I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  express	
  my	
  strong	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  Integration	
  and	
  Compliance	
  
(LARIC)	
  project	
  proposed	
  by	
  Tesoro.	
  As	
  a	
  proud	
  member	
  of	
  USW	
  Local	
  675	
  working	
  at	
  Tesoro	
  and	
  
resident	
  of	
  Southern	
  California,	
  this	
  project	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  me	
  specifically	
  because	
  it	
  will	
  improve	
  local	
  
air	
  quality,	
  modernize	
  refinery	
  equipment	
  and	
  improve	
  efficiency,	
  and	
  generate	
  significant	
  local	
  
economic	
  benefits,	
  including	
  bringing	
  many	
  good	
  jobs	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
  USW	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  the	
  safety	
  and	
  
economic	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  not	
  only	
  its	
  members,	
  but	
  also	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  our	
  local	
  communities.	
  USW	
  
Local	
  675	
  has	
  fully	
  endorsed	
  this	
  project	
  for	
  very	
  good	
  reason.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  is	
  investing	
  $460	
  million	
  to	
  improve	
  its	
  existing	
  Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington	
  operations	
  to	
  create	
  one	
  
combined	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  Refinery	
  that	
  runs	
  more	
  cleanly	
  and	
  efficiently.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  improve	
  air	
  
quality	
  by	
  reducing	
  local	
  greenhouse	
  gas,	
  NOx,	
  SOx,	
  PM	
  and	
  CO	
  emissions	
  from	
  the	
  refinery.	
  It	
  will	
  also	
  
provide	
  significant	
  economic	
  benefits,	
  such	
  as	
  creating	
  much-‐needed	
  jobs	
  for	
  local	
  workers,	
  producing	
  
millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  increased	
  state	
  and	
  local	
  tax	
  revenues	
  that	
  can	
  contribute	
  to	
  public	
  priorities	
  in	
  
Carson	
  and	
  Wilmington,	
  and	
  generating	
  hundreds	
  of	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  in	
  revenues	
  for	
  local	
  businesses.	
  
The	
  proposed	
  upgrades	
  will	
  also	
  help	
  the	
  refinery	
  continue	
  to	
  meet	
  strict	
  regional	
  air	
  quality	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Tesoro	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  good	
  neighbor	
  and	
  consistently	
  demonstrates	
  a	
  strong	
  commitment	
  to	
  safe,	
  reliable	
  
and	
  environmentally	
  responsible	
  operations	
  for	
  its	
  employees	
  and	
  the	
  communities	
  we	
  serve.	
  Tesoro	
  
has	
  already	
  invested	
  millions	
  of	
  dollars	
  supporting	
  the	
  Carson,	
  Wilmington	
  and	
  Long	
  Beach	
  communities	
  
and	
  local	
  nonprofits	
  and	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  continuing	
  its	
  community	
  investment.	
  
	
  
Once	
  again,	
  I	
  fully	
  support	
  this	
  application	
  and	
  respectfully	
  urge	
  you	
  to	
  approve	
  Tesoro’s	
  effort	
  to	
  
improve	
  and	
  streamline	
  its	
  facilities.	
  This	
  project	
  will	
  benefit	
  all	
  of	
  us	
  who	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  in	
  the	
  area.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Terry	
  Shoemaker	
  
1821	
  Caddington	
  Dr	
  #10	
  
Rancho	
  Palos	
  Verdes,	
  California	
  90275	
  
3105479224	
  
tasrpv57@att.net	
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Oate:

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast J\QMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone:(909)396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email:.l wongl @ aqmd .gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong suppo11 for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve etliciency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars suppo11ing the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effo11 to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Sign~ g;Sincerely,

Prin« .me:v

/_ol,( na Ht( na 11rlt z_
Address:

/85/q (o1bq ./hit'-..
(VI)f 1/1) a)~ / ;{I/' t/{)(/) )-0
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Date: {,(

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l@agmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Signature:

Name:

Address:

?Jv\~ ~~""-'~~r ~'-'"'t) \
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Date:

{p/1/(I;,

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARlC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing mill ions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effo11 to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

c:>t=5,:S.f=>o ~ c
<f=> ,·e.pf\..J A<\ H • l l , c, A. °'\ o 7-s-S
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Date:

b/J/;~

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3 176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Signature: ~

-

~~

Name:

Address:
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Date:

4' / :P /;ft,

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @ aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
[ would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern Califomia, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and etliciently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Signature:

Name:

Address:
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effo1t to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

~--~
Name:

~YMv....JC:>
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Address :
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Date:.

r,/Pj/p

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: {909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwo ngi@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

l would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARlC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, [ fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Dar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwon gl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARlC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARlC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and gen~rate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local bus'inesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of doHars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application aqd respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Jfyou have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Signature:
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARlC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
l would like to express my strong suppo1t for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refine1y that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx., SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application an,d respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.

Jf you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Signature:
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refine1y Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aq md.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery lntegration and Compliance Project (LAR1C)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARJC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much•neededjobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local bus'inesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application an,d respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
""'"~~...u.1.i·n e its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
ase feel free to contact me.
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
2 J865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3 I 76
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l @agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)- Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx., SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application an,d respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Signature:c ~ ~ f ' 4/ l
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @ aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

l would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effo1t to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwo ngl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, l fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and stream) ine its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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.Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21 865 Copley Drive
Diamond Aar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: J.wo ng l@ aqmd .gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration an<l Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refine1y Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generak significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This pr~ject will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully suppo1t this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Signature:
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.Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3 176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwon~J @ aqmcl.go v
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, an<l generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This prqject will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. lt will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refine,y continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment lo
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Ueach communities and local nonprofits an<l is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CE.QA
South Coast AQMO
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l@aqmd.gov
Su~ject: I .os Angeles Refine,y Integration and Compliance Project (LARJC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. /\s a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refine,y continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, J fully suppo1t this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effrnt to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Signature:
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong suppo1t for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I folly support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
· If you have any questions, please feel free to contact mei
Sincerely,
Signature
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
2 1865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: {909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @ aqmd .gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC}-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

l would like to express my strong support for the J.os Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars suppo11ing the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, r fully suppoit this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Signature:
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3 176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Jntegration and Compliance
(I ,ARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effo1t to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21 865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 9 I 765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is impo11ant to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars suppo11i11g the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tcsoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
lf you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Signature
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Date:
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Signature:
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3 J76
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)- Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specificaJly because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application an,d respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please foci free to contact me.
Sincerely,
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Date:
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Signatu~:
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l@aqrnd.gov
Subject: J,os Angeles Refinery Integral ion and Compliance Project (LARIC)- Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARlC) project proposed by Tesoro. /\s a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is impo11ant lo me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars io revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refine,y continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, [ fully suppmt this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
2 l 86S Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 9 I 76S
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refine1y. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: JwongJ@aqrnd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)- Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is impo11ant to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully suppo11 this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3 I 76
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Emai 1: Jwong l@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery [ntegration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LA RIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. lt will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested milHons of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's e!Tort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Signature:
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 9 I 765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARJC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve eflicicncy, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and t!nvironmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This prQjcct will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
lf you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Signature:~
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21 865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91 765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong J@a~md. g.ov
Subject: I ,os Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve dficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This pr~ject will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l @agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong suppo11 for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve etliciency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in .-evenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supprn1ing the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,
Signature:
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3 176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l@af!md.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
sate, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Signature:
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQJ\
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd .gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong suppoi1 for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million lo improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refine,y that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, rel.iable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who Jive and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Signature:
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l@ aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LA RIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Signa~ ~ - - - -
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
2 I 865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3 176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email:.lwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)- Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LA RIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
prqject is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LAR[C)- Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angdes Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARJC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars suppo11ing the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully suppo11 this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQ/\
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phonc:(909)396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is impo11ant to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refine1y
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refine1y that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tcsoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMO
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, moderni1.e refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This prqject will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21 865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3 176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong suppo1t for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refine,y
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
mrnions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for jts employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I folly support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tcsoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,
Signature:
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: J wongJ @ ag md.gov
Su~ject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project {LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
{LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Signature:
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.Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3 176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong suppo1t for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, S0x and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars suppo11ing the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Signatu~
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1 @aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modemize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
2 I 865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: .Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modemize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l@aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refine1y Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: J.os Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance PrQject (LARJC)- Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery lntegration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality hy reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Signature:-
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQ/\
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CJ\ 91765
Phone: (909} 396-3 176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong l@agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)- Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is impo1tant to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refine1y
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email:.l wong l@agmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
l would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) prqjcct proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create one
combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local greenhouse gas, NOx, SOx and CO emissions from the refinery. It will also
provide significant economic benefits, such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing
millions of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in
Carson and Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses.
The proposed upgrades will a]so help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, pleas<:! feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Signature:
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Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl @ aqmd.gov
Subject: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a Tesoro employee and resident of Southern California, this
project is important to me specifically because it will improve local air quality, modernize refinery
equipment and improve efficiency, and generate significant local economic benefits, including bringing
many good jobs to the area.
Tesoro is investing over $460 million to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington operations to create
one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air
quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits,
such as creating much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state and
local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars
in revenues for local businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
Tesoro has been a good employer and neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations for its employees and the communities we
serve. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long
Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro's effort to
improve and streamline i~s facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
Sincerely,
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cu mplimiento
de la Retinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mej~rar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

---£'/ / ~

Firm a:

(Letra de imprenta)

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad:

kiod-nj ve? Apel lido:._ __ __ _ _ __

r!fl r f7U n

Nombre:
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San
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Estado:
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CA

Correo electr6nico:. _ _ __ _ _ __ __

C6digo postal:
Telefono:
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Por medio del presente qu iero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cum pl imiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

\(CA ~'-ts-(>..

~\)t v'

(Letra de imprenta)
Nombre: ~<k. ,': I\G.\

~rellido:

z___

Domicilio postal: _ Q-.\...-J-1.=
3:. . : ._
.S _~__:.\__:~ ~_~_{:_th~~--..l\}~J_
Ciudad:

SO~

bk

Estado:

Q~

~;-c,-

-

- --

C6digo postal:

Correo electr6nico:. __~
_ _ __ __ ___ Telefono:

G3-1227

-

9-0 '?eZ)

.~.,,.,...

37'3 ., '\ f>5,.~ 3?Pl

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER

Signature:

P~~~ 'fi,~

First Name:
(Please Print)

Pei ±r ,' C ,·a..

Mailing Address:
City:

q ~ t} 0 o T ,' ~

5z o t-<T h

Email:

Last Name:. ___,(3'-"'-f::1,,,f--r-=H
---"Flf-----

& a, te

State:

fq i+.,Y P
eru, n,5 I )18

Telephone:

S

C

- --

T

/9

Zip:

eoa YhQ ,,, ,C'o Yb

q O?

~ C)

6 l 3 - 2 8 ";- 7 ~ JO

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

Signatur8 ~y ;:.ME AS A SUPPORTER
Last Name: £;,;s,,,. c A?(;.k.4-

First Name: Qa,,?A,J./)
(Please Print)

Mailing Address: 9q"&?Q
CitY:Sd?l.l''tti

(..,A >7£

??/Ic;:

ST

State: ~

e,

Email:. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __
Telephone:31.3

~7 -~7 L..3

.~ ...

G3-1228

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

D

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local job

DD MY NAME AS A SUPP

R

(Please Print)

Mailing Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
City:_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

State:~~-

G3-1229

Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerra Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:. _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
(letra de imprenta}

Nombre: /./~F/c/

~

C./.S

Apellido:

/r:,,.dv.S

Direcci6n postal: ____.:;f'
_o
: ~;g=-"'$/'---- --==------~~----=--~
----"-:c..-'<'""
_ _ _~_
~:\.
~ s,;::~
N=--·-<:
>:J
Ciudad~

c; ~\...Ac::

~

Correo electr6nico:._ _

Estado: C

~'°

C6digo postal:q o

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telefon~ZJJ56''61

280

\{0~5
•~

a,

:or

medi~ del_presente quiero e~presar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
e la. Refmena ~eso~~ en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
de~ arre, modernrzacron de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
as, buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

\1..Cl! LQ,l

~~¥'1\,u:51

(Letra de imprent a)

'\

Nombre:
Direcci6n postal:

Apellido:

L~~~

~C\.?D A- ~ M G\.c_h \cl''t_W ..,.

Ciudad~ V k_ ~ O \ f ~stado:

C~

C6digopostal:

202f?!J'

1S'7Q. ~av-/' r( <Z."icCorreo electr6nico:
· - - - - - - - - - - Telefono-:: C-:-J.. ) ~ \.'Qo.::::)

-~

G3-1230

...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:
(Letra de

, ~ ,

im;eq_ta) I

Nombre:

4-·

MCVv\ v f:'.\

?')
Apellido:

Direcci6n postal:

C(S""'-t3

Ciudad:~OV:t::h

\25. +-f"-

An
JJJ u\ r: Cf

Jvc.n ~-e_
C6digo postal: qozxO
Estado: C. Pt-

~n

Correo electr6nico:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telefono: 3Z3'-$1o 3- L ~~ ...

Por medi~ del_presente qu iero e~presar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cu mplimiento
de la Refmena Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

Jt:e.c11 h

(Letra de imprenta) •

Nombre:,L'c:t1n
Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad : 5dl)/h
Correo electr6nico:

_
1

J

t//J CIS:::

~ 16 I

S~1-1

bt:t ff

Apellido:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

liA s· /1 c)~
Estado: (,/4-

Codigo postal:

//£._ff)

U,,(E/it~/ ~j!Nb!iaJelefono(821) JgG - ~

G3-1231

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

(Letra de im p ~ /

Nombre:

Direcci6n postal: ~
Ciu dad:

~ v/~

Correo electr6nico:

~i,:::r

Apellido :

71"(~

Sc.,,~
~-X~~r~)~.LG
~~-e_________

~---<_e~r__

6re.-

Estado:

<J-

C6digo postal:

,

c~/c 95 ~ :,&,~bG f

?'~1? ~

1 3YC~s:~
<-~....,
c.. ?""
'c F

Telefono: ~

p

Por media del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Curnplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARICf El cual contribuira a rnejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:_ _ _ _ g
. . ___,f,,___
(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre :

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

\,.

c h,1S1PF!].er

Direcci6n postal: _ ~ _ _
&_'t_b,z..
_
Ciudad:

Solk\\1 G«k

Apellido: \) e.,\(A

sco

_s_a._n_ Cct
_ r_~o_S._ .f>rJ
_e_._ _ _ _ _ _ _
Estado:

Correo electr6nico: _ _ _ _ __

_

_

CA•
_

G3-1232

C6digo postal:

croiio

)t CJ 4 ... 341 t

Telefono: ( $23

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por med io del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cum pl imiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

e i prenta}

e: (S°'-V\:eJ.J,"" J?f,o
Direcci6n postal: > \'LC)
Ciudad:L oV'-~

Ape Iii do:

He..tv··<.-f'O'\.

GJ.e 14v--e./

~h

Estado:C}l.,,

C6digo postal:

Cjo t(O

Telefono:yc..~)s<-..) ·· 1-l)'l

Correo electr6nico:

· ~

22<1

Por media del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma::~~~~~~~~~e:::j~::::::::::::::._ _ ..,,.......~- -- -- -(Letra de im~~a)

Nombre :L

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad:

Apellido:._ --1-~::::...!..-= ~-

k'.'.\~\..c...

lo:::,

\'--\~'l..

c_·

-

5q~ ~

~ Estado:C,f-..

C6digopostal: O\.OC:O

Correo electr6nico:._ _ __ __ _ ___ Telefono:~'2..

G3-1233

·

-z.:z \·ZA:31

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

R AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:_

_

_...,.'=""'_,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre :];,:~V\\

[I\

Direcci6n postal :
Ciudad:

Apellido:

t~ C. ,J E':rt--u~ /

lf'.XA'.:b

$01 J n

{

G:~k

Estado:

I
CA:·

_

_ _ _ __

ti u<Ul.lo

l\u g--·
C6digo postal:

~

'2150

Correo electr6nico:- - - - - - - - - - Telefono :- - - - - - ...g.. ...

Par medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones .de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

-------------------------

(Letr a de impren},1) ~ ~

Nombre:

!·

A /J.~
eMrC:../le z_
~
/

Apellido:- - - - - -

Direcci6n postal :

;t}Z?vz.> J./a.//;so>? ,fl.vq_ .

Ciudad :.5:-afd

~4.ft

Correo electr6nico : /),l Jnf.d,aL

Estado:

Gft

\:bC)

C6digo postal:

9D l '& 0

t'3f umm r.c~m Telefono: s:~i . . 3<e6 . . qo4c;
.~
'ti

G3-1234

..

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente qu iero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---,,,.,,,. - - - - - - - -- -

Apz: ,,,--,_
~

(Letra de impre_9Ytl.)

Nombre: L17V/~
Direcci6n postal: }?9~/

tf"

s'~n ~~~r/4 ;d"VtL--

Ciudad~ ' / / c ; ; i t 2 .

Estado:

C6digo postal:

~f)

Correoelectr6nico./11#'n~2'.51?6-#t~ ef{!,;:,o2.3}31,,y_~2,/6
·°"®+'"'

Por medi~ del_presente quiero e~presar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refmena Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIOARIO
Firma:.- - : - - - - : - - - - - - - - -(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre:

-

- --

~,

cTOS e.

Apellido:

-

-

- - - --

£c_ ,/)~!)de 2-

Direcci6n postal: .......1-t:
2r"'o--=cJ'---'l=-..::-~
J11
~ ALL/2Q=
~,,__-_1L""""J;
IC---_S_..Lj_ __
Ciudad:

CT24/ft!JJV

Estado:

cA

Correo electr6nico:_ _ _ _ __ _ __

G3-1235

C6digo postal:

Telefon, ! 3 ~

~

-

-

_ _

CJ(J 2.2 /

602' 76Z{;

-~ ..

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Par medio del presente qu iero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

G-,-

(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre:

G,,;·

r-\

:\:7 (L\

\A-Q.f

;\y ,

l... .

f\._O. Y\.~
~

(

/ ,..

, _

Apellido: ~ \ ( V'\.O /ILuLl

O_)~l-~t_o_ w
_ ~-- - - - - - -- - Ciudad: L
/If
Estado: L f'i·
C6digo postal:fq,o?.:>
Correo electr6nico: i+ Le I h.(.f5 y utti,D~Telefono:_ _ _ _ __
Direcci6n postal: _ _

-~·...

Por media del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
as! buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE

MBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

Apellido.;pq\v\

J\:C,\'.: ,S 1

Q.

G3-1236

.

Ci O S

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medi~ del_presente quiero e~presar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinena Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: ~ ~
(Letra de irfi'Gr~

Nombre:

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad:

.eyv' jb...?

Zv1 j

Apellido:

/l!g,!'C/1AP(}

.<£ t#~5GY ;Ave

/5z.ll

&fi1J/c1A/

Estado:

91-

C6digo postal:'j??CZ/

Correo electr6nico:_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ Telefono: S~l

}1r1-1t'11
. ,~

m

Por medio del presente qu iero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: 0..0..'il, c--

B,t,\ "'°'"Vl cJ

(Letra de impren\a)

Nombre:

Iv\ Q..cl

, CA,

A.re \\e«t:t

Direcci6n postal : {" \ "'LS
Ciudad:

u

Apellido :. _ __ _ __ _ __

~o ~ tJL1; :f v -e_ \ A v ~

So V H\: ~ Af G:.

Estado:

CA

Correo electr6nico: _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _

G3-1237

C6digo postal:

c.r O

<to

Telefono:_ __ _ _ _ _

.~,. ,. . . ...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

~-

.

~

Firma: _ _
"---- ,
-----=---~
(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre :

.S

~=?

-------=~~-~
- ....::::...:'L=--_/LJU____:_t1'
..!£.__ _ __ _ _ _

'\

0... V\.

~YA

Apellido :

G\J±I g....{f e_e:_

(""

Direcci6n postal: _<ZL,L.·-=-t2---=-d _D
_
Ciudad:

_s_·_(.{.
-=---V\..--=---C'-,tb~!...LY~L~~;:,;,)~- - - - --

A i ~ f#~ V ru

Correo electr6nico: _

_

_

Estado :

GA .

C6digo postal:

_ _ _ _ _ _ Telefono (c:f:6~)

9~ ~e,
9;J.b-~

-~

...

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
(Letra de imprenta)

, fl A .

,.!}, ~

Nombre:..LM.--V<J.A.._
. ..;;._
v----=
v'{).:__.,..,_4<M~

~=..;,,_____

Apellido:

-,

~ /1 A - t~..

Direcci6n postal : -1
·<8
...L......!/:.....__'2§:..__$:::::..__----=j=----ff.J---=-f-./l
----=-\:.:. . . .u.
: .!:....c_/ &_-_(_
Ciudad :

jcj c/ Jb ScJ fr

Estado:._ __

/

(

(?
·i

_ __

C6digo postal: _ __

Correo electr6nico :._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Telefono :. _ _ _ _ _ __

-~·'2,;14

G3-1238

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cu mplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma~
(Letra de

im
p:: /

Apellido:

Nombre: ~ ) ' M

,//P-r-7

~;t,,,~

6')¥~ tfY!_..

Direcci6n postal :

Jt;,a

Ciudad:S~

0~

Estado :

CfAI:

Correo electr6nico:

C6digo p o s t a l : ~

7 7 S' D

Telefono ~

l-

· ~

2M

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cum pl imiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

'.m (. 0

(Letra de imprentt

Nombre:

/"

5

---:-

•

(2

C. \ 0

Direcci6n postal:JS
Ciudad :

~yr(.

Apellido:_ _
( .>.C..6--'
( -_{

'\<\ bf\.$\t\. ~~ ~

Lyn..wooJ

Estado:=Cf+
'--·-

Correo electr6nico:_ __ __ _ __ _

t\.
-

t~S::........___ _

eh t
C6digo postal:~Z

Telefono :

:,\D"4=>1, Cl'%D~)
· ~

G3-1239

224:

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

~

Firma: ~ ~~C\
(Letra de impren~ ~

~

fi

~

Nombre:-~--_..<e--=----=""""-'..C:..::....-=\._' ~

S;) (q_ 2

_\.:,_b_Cs>
____;Cl\
~ _ __.~'--·~ \ _<.:::\_
~ N\
_Jo:. 1.:;.~. cL..l·e,.___"'"==-_-

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad:

Apellido:

S-- ~q-k__ -

Estado:

Ct:-.

'
i -_
~ _ __

C6digo p o s t a l : ~

~=----:----,.::.-===~~~_ Telefono: '$<"2-~ <; <o<t

?Jtl

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
C.

Firma:.B_fq

t}P /

(Letra de impr~)

Nombre: -'-SrY1Ct
Direcci6n postal:

t19 Vt

/Zft~

-e.. I

Apellido:

9$'"Y3 S~Vl

Ciudad:$oJW\

1

bA..,k

J uc:; V\

Estado:

~ vi vr-e

A,-v e_

Ct\-

C6digo postal:

Correo electr6nico:._ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telefono :

G3-1240

t'/62<10

323- 2.C/i~ &(o02-

r

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER

Signature: ~ & /'' ~

H ~ d IA

First Name:

Last Name:.. .!.v---=~~'1'1----- -- -(J

(Please Print)

Mai Ii ng Address:
City:

v/ h 'f ~

<; C> ,1 ~

Email:

~0 (

l •, : S

'-in

(77 't ~ State:

.s

4i:::JJ-,,{

ClZ-~) ~ °t"b

Telephone:

S

(!!_

\

( •/ <a..

1,- (_

(b'.:e.

9oi 2...5 o

Zip:

{ 14

-

Ge) • <"f""'

o :Jo'-1
•~

u•

Por media del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira. a mejorar la cal id ad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

{//9-Jw.yct'Z.

,&a. c 7d

(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre:

,

--«.av( a

Apellido:

'J16:::>Z

$!359§1? z'.'t)g£"'.
Ciudad5ou }h G
Estado:
Direcci6n postal:

Q._\ -~

4/&a,YCi ~

rJ~rc,c..t{J:e

A<J .Q -ff C.

C6digo postal: - -

Correo electr6nico:._ _ __ _ __ _ __ Telefono~ S ! f 3 t T z : - '
· ~ai4

G3-1241

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar ta calidad
def aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: ~ ~
(Letra de imprenta}

Nombre:J"os:-<?

I<.\ 1 wt

Direcci6n postal:

9'62([ Scttt,r/.f.vfe£ri1..o a UL€

Ciudad : ~QC

2th

q 've& -t:..

tio""Tc;

Apellido:

Estado : (!_

J4 l YJ{u lr

J4:

Correo electr6nico:

o/""\..

:'t9?J: 0
2/2..f l <t L

C6digo postal
Telefono:)Z~

· ~

ID 4

Por medio del presente quiero e~presar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

'{LM-2-l ,
Vf 0(\ C(__,,

,hkd_

1

(Letra de imprent~

Nombre:

Direcci6n postal :
Ciudad: ~

°:'1~

In

/'

Apellido :_...;_
t1JQ
~"""'--l-t'
- ~_ _ __

~

~-\(,,
Estado:

Bi} ·

CA

C6~o postal ;" ' / ~

Correo electr6nico :._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel8fono(l.-/

~ G{O qq

·~-·

G3-1242

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

p~~~D~J N~

AS A SUPPORTER

Signature:_ _ C-:--:::;~
· -;-.:.....-----ld.a,o..._.,,.,~~~~...,_~-=-@---=
'----First Name: (c"\\z.ahr,\,V\

- - -- -- - - -- -

-Amxade..

Last Name:

(Please Print)

, . /

j~U...L....!vb~lLCl~G::liµ.V.l#~B
L. .J

Mailing Address: ~b..._.._3......_Sg-'--->---'M'-'-'-ar._._.J\....:....&..Vl___,_.,\.v"'----!.\..:..=.~V.;._Y\..l-F---~\,___-v1

L\~V)wcct7{

City:

State:

C-Yi

Zip:

qoidz

Email:

- -- -- -- - - - - -- - -- -- -- - - --

TeIe phone:

/l?13j L\Q'l- 67 0:/-

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cu mpli miento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARJC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

0\1~«--A--'-"-~
-----=-- - - -- - - - - - - - --

Firma :._ _ _.___
/U
......
(Letra de imprenj!,./

Nombre:

~

A

"'-drud.

Apellido:

/;¥di~

~139 Ho.yl , v\ Lv~h.<v Ku~ AQ:l* B
Ciudad : L.'( {tu./000
Estado: C..-f\. ·
C6digo posta1:c.toU·z.

Direcci6n postal :

Correo electr6nico:~V'd,ode~ \/O.VIOO . <..cw , Telefono : ~22>

".LQZ, (p""f 0~
·~»i

G3-1243

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PL: ) 2 " ? MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER

~-=-"'-ifl
=_______
_ _ _________

Signature:- --~--.......

First Name:_---i-__,,.....
l : ) .....(2"-t-"V\..__ __
(Please Print)

Mailing Address:

4-7 Y-: s- A sh{1'e
a-\~I\ s State: v4--

s+.

'

ch~

V\O

City:

Last Name:_~--1--l-4-J_ _ _ _ _

O(( 7 0

Zip:

1

Email:

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - -

Telephone:

qOq- q] £- ('~If- t

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PL~
Signature:
First Name:

ADD

~Pl

MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER

S'o,/o&~h«

J

dcl..o.n}

Last Name:

5c./olvi 4

(Please Print)

Mailing Address: City:
Email:

Sov+4

-

-

~c-,.

f-~

/</ct,~~ Y.

/ ~1,:y //

Telephone:

'f

-

-

-

-

-

- - - - - - - --

State:

C/J

Zip:

- --

-

{Jo? cJ)

Sc,/c4,h c... 7 .3 ©) li.otho,::, )·/. eCJYJ-..
1

v

S-3- 9 7,Z o

G3-1244

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: : ~

~..--o.,

(Letra de imprenM \\

Nombre:

~

Q~

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad ~

Apellido: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

Le~

N:eh,~J(D., ~ \J-'

~<.f3 \

Q_

Estado:

L ft:

Correo electr6nico: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

C6digo postaio-t.~6
TelefonW

~7- \ 0 3'" :/ I

I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature:

j/_~9°6~ {;Ct

First Name: Ho,r~?t\~
(Please Print)

Mailing Address: 2£)~
City:f:Jcx.:>tl

G0--k:

I

Last Name:

!;l'Ab'rn.~
State:

~Iv

\?:>\°'"'.0

'.13:])

&A

Email :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone:3'2..~:)

:=L3::::Z.-3:4 o~

G3-1245

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature: ~ J l : ' , U ,
First Name:

~

yY\o..,(\JJ'\..Q_

Last Name:

(V\O~

(Please Print)

Mailing Address:
City: S

\034\0 lctu:W(Y\Qft'J

~~~

State:C.y

Email:_ _ _ __ _~ -- --

-

A~
Zip:

-

9

- -- --

<J'--t5 0
- -- -- -

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

.

ooyz·
~__j{,L~
/ffe
p
S
~E

Signature:

First Name:

NA~
~

A~A ~U!PORTER

~_JI))//£~
~

,JI..-( ---r--e V,?-e (

Last Name:

t ,. {0 n ( o ~

(Please Print)

Mailing Address:
City:

"Jt::i{) {/

PL

CA- Zip: g /)ii,,0(Q
J':L:H ~HI 1)3 dh£VJ'f I@gfkli/ · ( () /!V)

Q:lw~

Email:

(vt I VV1 C V\12 54.

Telephone:

lj1129v

State

0/

1G

}J/~)

.~

G3-1246

...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Proj~ct! which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature::_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

First Name:~
Q~

(PleasePrint)

Last Name:-)0

27

\#_

Mailing Address:-~lU~-==./::..__ _ _

City:

0~ (,Jr:_.

s~

~[.):'.:__'--+71 - -- - - - - - - - -

State:&

I

1 Olisv

Zip:

Email:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ~ - - --

Telephon~l'.5 {;;

4J2:lcl~

-

-

- - - --

-

-

2-} 22 /

Por medio del presente q uiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cu mpli miento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre :

f:'

(re ~

Direcci6n postal :
Ciudad;

<z<t'() t//r 9 C/tit: 'q

<]Qu y/t 6 a f:t!!

Correo electr6nico:

Apellido:

Estado:

Q ..t!._

.
C6digo postal: ~

a;_ '(.L4)2(fl!~lie1ono: y;it) 7 )?'9~G3-1247

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature:~ ~
First Name: R .

-f_(

CL1 \__lJ., Y"'C\.

..e._\) f ___U C\
{?

(Please Print)

Mailing Address:':LbO

"g

Citybti~'8£.ac..h

Last Name:

5"t. .f"'-L

State:

~ f -0€,

{

L V YlQ\

C..Gi , Zip:Ci_0f?Jf;25

Email:_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LAA IC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
\

Signature:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - First Name :____,C~ o _\f,\
___,\.. . . ".,. .,. .LA.
.----=-----

Last Name:

~cl\_~o

~

(Please Print)

Mailing Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State:- - -

Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Email: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Telephone:

J, [{ - {o[ ~ ,:<; q1 ~

G3-1248

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Pr.oyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

J

Firma:

U ct.<11
(

(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre:, __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Direcci6n postal:

Apellido:

_9~8J_0_'-1
~ - ~d. .'A
. ~ 4...---l'-'·~5a. . . .

_.Af~- -C=--C6digo postal: ?O .::i-ro

/V
_ _q......_.._V_.:,,-<._

~O,LZ// (QA ?(: Estado: CI\

Ciudad :

?df e<

Correo electr6nico:

Telefono:

~7

J )6/ ":77~

-~ ·...

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
"'

Signature:

\) ·.Q('(\,\Q lL ~ <

First Name:> )

e ,\f\'\~

(Please Print)

\ \-'

Mailing Address:q 3 ~ \
City:

Last Name:

.L- -±\--\J

\.__twl,f'.C\

mJ r'.\L

S ou\:h G<!t-e.

{.State: U)\ ..

Zip:

q fJ4'-~0

Email:_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone::]>

A-3 £l4'J - 3 (, l ~

.~ ...

G3-1249

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la cal idad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

C6digo postal:c:;oJ,g O
Correo electr6nico: _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ Telefono62$)g)3-1lJf1°\

-~

...

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

I NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:_ __..,......,..::;;__-:::;,.;._ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ --=-_ _ _ _ _ __
Apellido:~6--,.C...,,'--~--'/'--~
- o_ __
Direcci6n postal:

/CJ Y1J1, C ~

Ciudad: {!/(11w-l

~

·~

Correo electr6nico:

:r_ ~sta~o:J A

C6digo postai:'1/~Z..,

i ~/t'O/SlftiPt/tra ~ z

Af,r.t.b/St! ~,~--

~u1£wtr

Telefono: _ _ _ _ _ __
•~

G3-1250

DI

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

Signature:

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Ange les (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
as, buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: frJC-rY-/ IA<v ,2.e,,-V<Yh-,
(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre:/21

o.cr:+ 0v

Apellido:

2 o-\f 0:/ c.

0.-..SLEstado:C ., 4
Correo electr6nico:_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

G3-1251

C6digo postal~
Tel01on&

i' e;:)f9~~-

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medic del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
/

Firma :

;.J, J Q... Y 4 I~ Ca.. Q ) <>- C

(Letra de impren ta)

Nombre:

idc.. '.'v ::t

Ba..

:'YJ,,fV'-~ je

'

/1

Apellido:.---1-u~J-=o...
~c
. __

A~

qp oz_ 5Ci1-1 ~(lo S

Oirecci6n postal:
Ciudad:

f)

Estado:

C4

Correo electr6nico: Cc.c..Y>" J&se@3 vna; l, C.OVVJ

C6digo postal:

_

_

p{t;.)

Telefono{3(0p 2 ~
=
-~

I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature:
First Name:

KO rt M

t:::\O, ,4-c v\(Z'Z...,

l"'-n '(',V\.01

Last Name:

80- r l- t '°'O'~

(Please Print)

Mailing Address:
City:

Sou'\. \A

ers-44 ~

~Q t,

Le/\ _)

(; q .\- e

State:

(_

~

Zip:

9'oc Y--0

Email:

- - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - -Telephone (':l '7_c../) L) 3 ·- 00 1 V
·~

G3-1252

"'

-

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and C~mpli~nce (LARIC) Proj~ct'. which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEAS~EADD AME AS A SUPPORTER
~
J
~ - - - - -- . --------.--_
.
Signature:._ _
~J:..------7-~~~~.L:--~===
__

First Name:

~OYle->

(Please Print)

Mailing Address:
City:

Last Name:

9-ac)D ~

\c::: b

State:

jSJ::..-e Vl C C
I

~ Y ) € \ (\y<

C~

Zip:

i3::1..,\7

°)OOII)

Email:: _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __
Telephone:

Por medio del presente quiero expres·ar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: / , -

~}3£:

(Letra d ~ )

Nombre:

)esus

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad:

Apellido :::r

}?'-\ 0 t

(o \M.y-\..o t......

Correo electr6nico:

vJM 1'ij;(,{).,-Z,

)., k ~&.-\.e,. . "'t\ vd,
Estado:

C. J4

C6digo postal:

'1072c_

<:qd 1,1ra1@~f~4lf(~~Telefono:6fo) '106-'l'Sl-l?,
G3-1253

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PAATIDARIO
Firma~
(Letra deimrtaj

Nombre:

Direcci6n postal : .-C.6---'6"-';}--=---.Q
_
Ciudad:

Ee be.v e Q__e_\ 9
C_IZ.._A
_f --'--lo_N__T\--'-\.J_ e _ _~_o
___

f' I J ?!Z'.

Be {I

Apellido:

_

Estado:

CA

C6digo postal:

\l2)/

Correo electr6nico:· - - - - - - - - - - Telefono:

CfCl 2o1

80 2. • 5 33

£'1

-~

...

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POA FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

&1/~t!IL

(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre :.4m~----.ll.-0-0_1 , ~ - - -

Apellido:

,t3c tfE.\JcflJL/4,

Direcci6n postal: - ~~~
6 Z_<J__C_l(
~_4~fJ,__,__..o_
_/v _/.)~J_,_1J_p~--Ciudad:

/3 {5"( (

Estado:

C{Jc

C6digo postal:'1020(

Correo electr6nico: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telefonct 3l'.))

G3-1254

-

Sd S- 3 ~6 3

.~...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

P~r medi~ del_ presente quiero e~presar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refmena Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

DO<.,{..d._..,
a
Nombre: J)"J h h y

Firma:

(Letra de impre;.;;

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad:

Apellido:

/t'/3 } ~ l)1q/J1 ~Ilk)

!0dh60k

Correo electr6nico :

;}-ve

(fl:

Estado:

~rif ~u~c1~ J7e()
\['1th Pu

')/J '1 r-J./ ne2.

,;~ vv,

C6digo postal :

Telefono: -$23

C,O?fo

l// 3 (,e,S&

Par media del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cu mplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

(Letra de imp en

Nombre:~~ -

- --

-

-

l_~_Lr_r:. . . ., . . .-__
z-__
Apellido:.__

-

_ _

t-3lv'd.

3 S:-( c lo.:, F/012.. ES
Direcci6n postal: ~ -<o~l.:___ ~ _ _;___ _ ---==---- - -- - - - Ciudad:

,L'jtvW&od

Estado:

' . 'J - I "'Le:_ "
Correo electronico:J:zCJTN
..J f

"6

I.".

~

G3-1255

(__/J__

C6digopostal:

CJD262

~~Ai\
5(6 ;213 -27(;(::,
Telefono:_ _ __ _ _ _

.~

...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
~

Firma:.___
.-:-_I _~:_i..
...:.."~
" -l;__;_Cl\._.....Z
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _
(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre:

Direcci6n postal : _
Ciudad:

Apellido :._ _L
_ tJ._~_

::[...i()t""'

_ ___ _

q.:. .._,
_, _2__5 _c.._..,..;__....::J=-.:v::;...,:;.:_\_....,!'----~A
--=--="c.. : e_ -=- (.l'-t'l-- 94----- -- -

Sov ~lti fz e.,~t.

lA

Estado:

Correo electr6nico: " '"'"" \ .. '4

C6digo postal: ~ Dlf!,c.>

S'1"f
,._.o ""'~ ~ . . ; I~w-Telefono:...::\?....i 21)
__
_-\(:d'I
_ __
"1

("l

....

-~~

Por media del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

fi.J

~4~

r'l (J.._

(Letra de imprenta) {

Nombre: ~

£ O CA

Direcci6n postal: \
Ciudad :211'\vH'\.

Apellido:

<

0S' 2 (,

btf +e

\() O]...vo,\ u r'.'.)
Estado :

Correo electr6nico : ():CC\0\.'1.n,:1

~fr

AyY ed~o
B:{

e

C6digo posta1:CJ O2

06

cQ) WC'·U>1Vt9lefono~IS')Q) f-- S-o / l
- ~

G3-1256

CM

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC) . El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

~/(4&(

7

t$f2p

(Letr~ de impren.1~

Nombre:

.

f"L~11, ·c~

7o.3

Direcci6n postal: ~
Ciudad:£ 1 . ~

Apellido:

&v·i c..

6?

LJ4-

L

at,&41 ~

7 d Y"ddl~c e
Estado:

1

t::>L}r[AVl

C6digo postal~AJ

Correo electr6nico'(J.Qlrfb·,., t~tl5~<al1'1~o.,w,.ATelefono6)-1) 5<?0

~5''1
.~

~c

Por media del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: ~
(Letra de imprent~

Nombre :

•

:)evj ,O

Apellido:

170) r ~ -=f-<Ad<
Ciudad : ~~ G "-f <'.
Estado: (_' ICJ

Direcci6n postal :

IA C-(1

Correo electr6nico: S ,e.l.:z.4_.-..-Cla~>

[{, e4.,./o.. v-~~

4't. .('
C6digo postal: '( d c_ 0 0

l-OI l@¥clto,) Telefono : ~ z.s'J S"~0-2 IS"Y

G3-1257

.~ ...
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

Fi::R FAVOR::w._: Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
(Letra de impr e ~

Nombre:

Apellido :_ ~---"----=--*..u._"'
< - -- -- -

_:i Wt \ c,..~C:\

Direcci6n postal:

3'2..<2.-'2-

N-l

,.~.hS.C..c.,V\.~u'\

Estado:

C~

Correo electr6nico:_ __ _ _ _ _ __ _

C6digo postal: qoz y 2.
TelefonoC'S~ 5 ~ '?" - 7

~ "''

.~

...

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: ~ f f i

~

(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre:

A""'\o e. c

Direcci6n postal :

370 3 Tad~ fE?:"' de

Ciudad~ O v -t ~ (,;:,(},,!

£ 1,· 2 A.rr ~cN:
c <.
A v JL

Apellido:

e

Estado:

e. /·.

Correo electr6nico:C( /Y\b e_r.
z.~r,,..,r ().:1
(j) YIA.hoo , '-"",.....

G3-1258

C.

a

A-

C6digo postal:

Telefono:

Cf02.f>.CJ

).2~ 2YC:, CJ S 3 /

·oG,,,-
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por media del presente qu iero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COM
Firma:___,,.....i..-,.:~----U,,.~!---C-=-evv--=·
~(A_v1.:_k_
·=..::0=---1,-:-h~~~ ~"""'==""'""'e::__
(Letra de i~ , . . . . .,.

Nombre: ~LS~

Direcci6n postal:~

Ciudad:

Las

Apellido.

rs: S: 11 D*'-S J--

~re~

Correo electr6nico:

Estado:

CA

C6digo postal:'fOtD:j

J~,~±}tl11'lff)""'1o6
,c6m Telefono: 3a3).31l/- l{o00
0 T
I
- ~

tk

Por media del presente qu iero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cum pl imiento
de la Retineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

~

(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre:

J3ve£1nJ/7 S'

Direcci6n postal : _q---'-0.
-=0~
.;;;. 1-~.J___
Ciudad : /

05 A¥r)'ff e_)

Apellido: ·

t{:Y)(?tA\JX

_ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __
Estado:

C '1

C6digo postal: _

Correo electr6nico: YC l!\cau~. ICJv (u:1Vlh@1'M6'1 J.C"fe1efono:

G3-1259

3"23

_

7 )7 ~~:1'

.~ ...
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: / J ~ _ f l Z : . ~ ~ l i ~ = - - - - - - - Nombre :?eJ10:1do...

Apellido:

Direcci6n postal :LQ[) '-1- ?q ))
Ciudad:

ve

,J2 /,....,.-}

(Letra d~~~ta)

ytJ.../1

:[ovJ/1}5'eJ1d AV e

Le>5 A112:el
e5
p

Estado:

C4

C6digo postal: 7'0063

'lOJ --,6 ~ s-·

Correo electr6nico :

Telefono;:32.J .....

+~

ZM

Por medi~ del_presente qu iero e~presar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumpl imiento
de la Reftnena Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

Jf ~ Se~

(Letra de imprenta)_,..-,,..

Nombre:

\J"C £

s:.e K 0\

0

Lf , c;

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad :

Los

Apellido:
C

\ \

C-e,. rv ex V'- k

S"

0 \-"'~ SA-

___;;;L=-...;:.....:......:::...._____;
~=----!.......:.__-__,,_.L-1
...l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

- ~\tr

Correo electr6nico:

Estado:

CA

jt sse~o.Cer vG\.~-ks-e)
VV\<A, \.

G3-1260

C6digo postal:qDO~Cf
Telefono:

c°""

~1.~) ~0\1..\. - Lf~~ u
.~ . .
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Par media de! presents quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma :

b

~...<,ea

(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre: J,/A# ,.,.., D/?rl IV

Apellido:

;,,.4 v ~ ~·

Direcci6n postal: __9L....::.o
=---.::::
2:.........::..
~_o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ciudad: sovf/l' 61'1:7?:

Estado:

CA-'

C6digo postal:

'7:0, '6 o

Correo electr6nico:.1.d
~ :...£.A-""_
,l....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telefono: <J"l.] c S .;"7/'.JIS'3

Por medic del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribu ira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
as f buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:
(Letra de

C/~·1 ~

i~~~

Nombre:_ _~ \ \_

Apellido:

fY7ud)'y-

Direcci6n postal: _
Ciudad:

(d__.. . . Q'"'"~""-----""£_,,C)""----------- - - - - - - - -~vuth C)C,1i-R
Estado : (fr
C6digo postal: _ __

Correo electr6nico: _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ Telefono : 3'23 -"j..fy-

G3-1261

75JS---

·~ ...
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi
I
de la. Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (L! ii~t :~oyecto de l~te_g~aci6n ~ Cumplimiento
del a1re, modernizaci6n de las operaciones d
cual contnbu1ra a meJorar la calidad
asi buenos empleos locales.
e esoro en Carson y Wilmington creando

1i

POR FAVOR AGR: ? 7MBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

~dtJY._

(Letra de im~ta)

Nombre :~

Y \({/\

Direcci6n postal:

tt\\ron

\\)~\l

Ciudad: ~lj\\111 \)CJ

Apellido:

Br t{YuV7

S~\'~ 5\(

&

Estado:

·c: ~

C6digopostal: ~

Correo electr6nico :._ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telefono:~VJ;;L7L/
,a
-

2_

722_~
•<~.,,..

Por media del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

~~()',

(Lelra de imprenta)

Nombre:

\..CJ.VO

n\'\{>:)V\.~

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad :_S:i.J\'n

1':l I 2..-

LO\VC/'-

6ade.

Apellido: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

S OYl j \.JC(~
Estado :

C,o\.

C6digo postal: 'fc,

Correo electr6nico:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TelE!fon/ : Z:3

G3-1262

Z..)r()

)s9 y,./@'22.
.~.....

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cu mplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

fJe_,5~ ay
(letra de imprenta) A J:' l r
Nombre:
I v'-e;;;n C
Firma:

•

J _

Apellido: __
'-C<
_ _l-{\
_.,_____

Direcci6n postal: 94../
...._~ { L
=---_s;. . . . ~____;
. . . ~.___
j_L1C1_V)
_ _f\_V_•_
Ciudad:

.><7tJd:h 6c.H (

Estado:(Crt.

Correo electr6nico: _ _ _ _ _ __ __

_ _ __

C6digo postal:

f0ZJ- ~

Telefono(3:aa}S9'f' • /tf;l..2

-~

...

Por medio del presente quiero e~presar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumpl imiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

,1n{il

(Letra de imprenta)

Lo;3:z2

Nombre:_ _ _ __ __ __

Apellido:

bp--e
. '2

Domicilio postal: .........,IC----.-9~S
.......&.,______,./f
-+--0.. ._A)_.=:..__:_
_~1,,1
_____.
,t-e--=-'r
"------!./l~h-=~=----- -Ciudad//AQ:ui

Aa o</Jz....)....

Estado:

L&

-

C6digo. postal:OZ D"1:21

Correo electr6nico:_ _ __ __ _~__ Telefono: _ _ __ _ __

-~

G3-1263

...
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cu mplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:.-1:6~'./!A-u~~::....!:......:d'_
~J---=-.~
- ----=~ ~
· ----=---::__::,4---._L__
~
_

_

~

-

-

-

-

-

(Letra de impre~

11.,,(h//IA.,,

Nombre :

Direcci6npostal :

/

0 I

Apellido :._ _&,:_:___4.
.L_~zcr:. . £. .; <?:.£___ _ _ _

~ ;5D SC

~ '"f:

Ciudad~o< >->e:? '1

Estado:

Correo electr6nico ~~;,4,

C4=

c;:.~;£ 7~

Sr

C6digo postal: yoL. &2Telefono: (o I D__)

../!/l-0/>;/
· ~

2k

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integ raci6n y Cumpli miento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

~

--I'-~

v't/~

(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre: ~ <v-- ~

(
e=A \A ,
c:

"

L~r vvv-'ooJ

--

\

Domicilio postal: - ~
\, ·-0=-1__i_:~:__·_\ _ \)LLt:!o.<...,r-/
__.___~_,.,,iJ::_.._;;_vv_··_
Ciudad:

(

Apellido:_--=--0
_ ,r'
____,_
r---=a'..,,,,..1[
-""'=--

....t \

Estado:

C,I>:

_ _ _ _ _ __

C6digo postal:

Correo electr6nico:._ __ _ _ _ __ _ Telefono: ~\ {) -

G3-1264

q: 6?6 z

17. Z- \ l &\
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER

2'b. ,,,,/:;k,"\/tf)4..£
First Name: .A,pr1 /
Signature:

~eu'"'ab r

Last Name:

(Please Print)

/.1SS:

Mailing Address:
(l

City: "-Lttn
Email

u.J. 91-h f f

1 ,
lrt.;tv

Sci!uwr

Telephone: .3/Q

State:

I],

IA

Zip: __
q_~-4--7_..3/_

_ _ _

c15 (g !}mc:uL Lr;/11

11..J· ((;0j

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cu mpli miento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

.SO\,:::>
Direcci6n postal : \ S \\ 5
fJf\«1}-\:eN\A 5'! # ?-ct (o
Apellido:

Ciudad:

Not\\\ (..\\\\)

Correo electr6nico:

'/DurJ ~

Cfr

Estado:
C6digo postal: °)\3'1'3
'
G\ G{NO,l,,, <.Ol'h
)-L u/-t,~
Telefono: {5 \ 8' ,. 5"17

-12.~'1

G3-1265
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APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature:

~

First Name: \ ~<;.e__.,
(Please Print)

Mailing Address:

Last Name:

:t>\·z\, UJ \\Cax

.A\j ~

C0,\~.\l\_,1i
State: CA
Email: ;;c.-oV\~"€){0,5'-f '/~t~1SJt (ow,

City:

Telephone{3;>2 "J)

'65'}

Cm dv6' t"/ s
Zip:

qo201

mi,-

I ~u~portTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington
and create good, local jobs.
'

PLEASE ~~

.
Signature:

~.rt/I?/

First Name:
(Please Print)

~rt,

4otu (/ e,.~

Mailing Address:

~

City:t f

!V!J NAME AS A SUPPORTER

~3 lS ~

y .., / ,
Last Name:

ee. :r ti "to f"

f!;J:e,:;rr;kJ

State: ( Cl,_

~a<~C

CA

ve ·

Zip:

fc,

fo'5

_ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _______ _ _ _ _

Email:_ .....,._

Telephone: 562-.

l ~.S:-

1/t: 7

...g......

G3-1266

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARlC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

,9Y) A- (:;O\~C!:;-o\

(Letra de imprenta)

fjnf} ~~~YcPl

Nombre :

Direcci6n postal:

Ciudad L·

Apellido :. _

_

_ __ _ __

I<83C E {f '1 1/t- 5·J-

Q•

Estado:

c_f'i-

Correo electr6nico:

C6digo postal: -

Telefono:_ __ _ _~ .

~~ -

2),ii;'J;on•

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

.

~

Signature:

~

D~ ~ ~ ~ORTER

First Name~
(Please Print)

(/7? ~

Mailing Address: _ .....,__"b
_

City:

~

~(X3q (./-e,p

I! c; &-

Last Name:

c,/_

.::>
_ _.~__f.::::::'=-----'-"'--'-L-~-----.J-1- - ~ -- -

L&

Stat~:c f t

Zip:

qoo 5-9/

Email:_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
Telephone:::>Z)-~Cf_:

C{/ 6(}
G3-1267

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

Email:
:
Teleph._on_e_

~-9- ~-df>-~
- ~~-0-7
_?__,... -

- - - - - - - - -

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integ raci6n y Cu mpli miento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:Na.c ~R\
(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre: \V\Q. A~

'

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad:

Apellido:

~kl recl,('q'

~-~-~--~-rr-_ ________

_1___,_\_q-=---_6__

LDS ~e,US

Estado:. __'--=-_
ft

Correo electr6nico:_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

G3-1268

C6digo postal: q

(DO.a_

Telefono :._ _ _ _ _ __

-~ -

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

.

u

~~~~ASUPPORTER

~

Signature:
First Name:

///Y/t:.tr.

(Please Print)

Mailing Address: _ _7.L.L/..::J.q_....5e..;.;:_4
~s.1t __c,
..L~
.J.L.._
-t ~
_ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City:

LoS

Email: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone:_ _ _ __ _ _ __

.~

...

Por medio del presente qu iero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las opetaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

td'1~rdJ

Tofete--

t

(Letra de imprent&

Nombre:

J;.dv0.rdo

Apellido:

,-ore &

q55' 7A 103 s t Lof, AYJ·-s-e -,-~ -- - - - -Direcci6n postal: eJo~ - toPe-le,@. \, 17 e., ~
Ciudad:

t os f1 ~ett5

Correo electr6nico:

IL

Cr r_ _
Estado :--=-~

C6digo postal:

Cf0()6 2-

eA._,c.rcb- T<9pet~ 6/l,\if.l0~Telefono:32J- '-fzy-S2"/q

·~ -

G3-1269

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente qu iero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumpl imiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PAATIDARIO
Firma:

I

--c;:tL

f.,c.~• J~

(Letra de imprentP,

Nombre:

•

c.,_~ vd ..:>

Apellido:_ _~...c___.f>
---,1(L.....::.
t:....:.../_""'C_::' ..___ _

Direcci6n postal : -f1---=
S'~S----1T_____:__>,k~/~c)e:.. .:.=----=~:.....:r~
S
Ciudad :

f.. /

/1

Correo electr6nico: _

Estado:

r

_

_ __

---'!~<_A-_,.___ _ _

(A!

_ __

C6digo postal:

?Pf}c/2

_ TeletorkJ:.Y l V9 0(-5:-/8/
>

·"'f=,~...

I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature:

~OcOVVD

e/(

First Name :.},,t1-+.J.....l.tl.l....S-~_____,,._---,tL--7'-;~-r:
(Please Print)

Mailing Address
City:

l- .

A:

Email: _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ _
Telephone:_ __ __ __ _ _

.~
G3-1270

...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cu mplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

~~:~~-im
- p-re-~~~~:~-<---~~ -

- - - - - - - --

pr DI.O

,i=-('

Nombre:

- --

j

Apellido :

Direcci6n postal : _ r;-----..c...8.=3...:::.3--1-A--4-r..,_.L
,::;::,,.l,'-l/ 1J
..........._Tl.......
( ..;._:........4'-1---=-V _
Ciudad :

Sa u,//

CAr {

Correo e1ectr6nico:-

- - --

Estado :

Cd ,

-

-

-

-

- --

- --

-

I tn.e,11 e, 2_

_.;1./-_,___s=--- - -C6digo postal:

>'too

- Telefono:3 .23-St'9S

9B~,?,

-~

...

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature: 1$1/
First Name:
(Please Print)

U/lvw(;t

Mailing Address:
City:

lus

Email:

~

I £-z0/ lN <;; q

~5

'2vivtvaWJ OOJLJ@

Telephone:

Last Name:

~

State:

¥:@n, )r''(;t.

P t

(.tr

Zip:

qV04-J

qmCJc LCCVVt

f3>'L.;) vtJZ-4~~ 7
· ~

G3-1271

ff1

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

.

fpo
lc1 {~

( PLEAS!?

MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER

Srgnature:-'~=,:;._
- - ~ - - = - - - - - - - - - - . - - --

First Name:
(Please Print)

Mai~ng Address: \ D

Last Name:

tJ \A)

City\ G ) ~ ~ < ;

-

- -----

1\---e_,j1,,.o.. VJ,~-€"}_

A

~G,V\ -L A V Q._

~tate:J 2 l l Zip: °1

OcJlf.t(

Email:t w ~ m ~ , \ .. U9""'
Telephone:

!J lL- -1') ~ --1 \~
· ~

224

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

.~ .

~·
- --~
- --------------------Nombre: I"\.CA.<, a:L
Apellido: ~ o ,-Jo.,,
)

(Letra de imprenta)

Domiciliopostal:

,g t:l. N. '"Sa.), 0 u5 ?\ve

Ciudad:-LA
- - - - - - - Estado: cA

C6digo postal: q o oSCf

Correo electr6nico: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telefono: t 3a3) 3Cf6-761/

-~

G3-1272

...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente qu iero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cu mpli miento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:
(Letra de

Nombre:-f:\.08'L

ol
cS
,(

~

Ro;sc;;,

imbrf/~

SD ll,::::;

Apellido:_

_ __ __ __

t,::___ _____

"""""
.:::::
--'-q~O
.L---S______,' ,
Domicilio postal: - lf-1---'>:S~Cf.---__,E:,
Ciudad :

LJ1 ,

Estado:

fC/J

Correo electr6nico:. _ _ __ _ __ __

C6digo postal: 9VO
Telefono:D2'3

0.5

z~~ -dj 7t
•~

w

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration.and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

""~EASE

A~Db:J ~6-f l S
MY N~

S A SUPPORTER

Signature~,J')Y'\o1_;\

First Name:

\Le6b d

(Please Print)

Mailing Address:
City:

\6=, l l ~

~crv+k

Last Name:

le,Q..,,

2a..¥~a---

\bttS?

State:

Cft

s=\?-:ex:v:j
@ .
Zip:

l)_Y' ,:t:

a~

9 \::~ 43

Email:. _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Telephone:~\%-

3C\a- a0\~
•~

G3-1273

ac

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Aefineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: ~
(leOa

d~~ ,.,

Nombre:

( ' - (\

~Cert:::c

Apellido:

Domicilio postal: ~ 1 :
Ciudad:~ V {

fjAfe.

Correo electronico:: l ~ d

(c?Q:QC/tJ

SA V] ~
Estado~ ~

/),~

C6digo postal :'-"'/'-!..-,.,

22?8( ~~c:c»>-1elefonct_SZ:,p:?~8i:5r
-~"),., ..,

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

ME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature~~:::-..¥~~~~~:::::1._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
First Name:
{Please Print)

M.ailing Address:

T

City:

Last Name:

J\t· c.JyCtcfi.e

~l~~"4Vode:;;) ~ J , .QfivV).

&:x:!-\ )(:pJ e

C (rl
C.'Wl(o ~.\,/e.
State:

Zip:

g..C)?-8 l)

0.tz5l ~V')
Telephone: 2s?3)9-{D· ., ,,'<fl?-

( Email:

·~

G3-1274

tt•

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature:

/Jk~\Y

First Name:

~ $lJ\NCA

(Please Print)

Mailing Address:
City:

ld°a~. '-\ ~

\>:{ N vJlJ'-.!' f')

Email:

L\?}·

Last Name:

Loft:v

Mflt
State:_CA____
·· _.:.._

Zip:

C{o/~ ~

l~U4w ~Di'i>~~~t-...~
/

Telephone:

':\,a:v\" a\~ -')1<->~

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

UE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

G3-1275

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

NAME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature:·- ---""'--=::.+--~--- -- - - - - - - - - - - - . , - -

First Name:
(Please Print)

N:JJ\hl
~

Mailing Address:
City:

Last Name:

ZC\91

~ h. {\he.,

~ ,(5\(,11::e

Email:

State:

V\C\.:'.)LJ)'Dm..,lJ

fuf

ct\

Zip:~-U0~1=-~~---

Qru,~m~·IB ~ ' cur1

Telephone: 1)1/i)

£\.{)_,l{~Df '"

Par medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos erupleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: / ~ n Cc~
{Letra de imprenta)

Nombre:

!

.

,/rf;,vi-.e 11Cf£..

Oirecci6n postal:

Apellido:..-:!C.._..Xi.c.JL.VZ-::
-=-------

7'57'a ~~ 5/ ;;l'/G?

Ciudad: S?u&'Gaf

Estado:

Correo electr6nico:

Cf}

C6digopostal:~
Telefono:

G3-1276

323 2'.YCJ$'£~
.. ...
~

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cu mplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

Mon"'

(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre :-"L4Jac•t:.Jct:.UO.~.i.::t~!z:::..._
Direcci6n postal: ~(}
Ciudad:

~a..J'1

_ _

Apellido:

S./-

A/c,.wd-a.,

<$<Jc

~

Estado:

CA

't

C6digo postal: o;).61:)

Correo electr6nico: _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ Telefono: S'"Q.

G.s:9 6/'fl.f

.~ ...

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplimiento
(ile la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE ~OMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:
(Letra de

im
pr~~A dLACi
,~'

'Jaaf

t-1) I Vi Ju_

ILl..1 Ct t' I

Nombre :

Direcci6n pos;al:

l

!1) In J

J

I")

Apellido :--"-8~----L....l-'--'--'_,x_r_-r _ __

33.~.5 Y:.i. £uc), d tl ,J_ e_

\f 1/\

Cf62.Correo electr6nico : /1110t:u. nnd~ ty10, 1 Telefono:3).3 • 33 J 7 ~
Ciudad:

l )...'.~:CX3(~,Estado: C_ CA..

~

J

G3-1277

C6digo postal:

-~

...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cu mplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

Mr:kidb 2.5V

::rc>e.

Firma:

(Letra de imprenta)

·:s<:> .s-c

Nombre:

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad:

Apellido:

78CJ !I M<::fd1 ·s

Sovti/

Gl4 7t

0

11

Estado :

flvf

r11°'1s:·&'°2Jw

ff f /. d ,

Cl'!

C6digo postal: 'jQ

Correo electr6nico :. _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ Telefono: J2 3-

z80

?&.!- 3 b I 8

.~

...

Por medi~ del_presente quiero e~presar mi apoyo al Proyecto de fntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la. Refmen a ~eso~~ en Los Angeles (LARI C). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
de! a1re, modern1zac1on de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
as1 buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

Kon Vlc,, +i cJ./\-- ~-i-

(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre:

ka. n ~

Direcci6n postal: Ciudad:

S:ou.f-- k1

~

S- '1 q.

--!::.._;..____...!.......:..._

6 ~ f.--e

Apellido:
_

fd C>:4: cv:::c-'--

s ~ L·:.Jv.L...lL.L
...::i~~~C,l__~
S _ s;)Q...v:x~:c._ __

Estado:

c, A,.

C6digo postal:

Correo electr6nico:. _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ Telefono {

G3-1278

90?J:.D

3-e.3) s,o

-Y<

55

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

(~ii~)

.
o al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimi~nto
El cual contribuira a mejorar la cahdad
Por media del presente quiero e~prestr
de la Refiner, a Tesoro en Los Ange e~
de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington ere an do
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operac,ones
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

~

(Letra de imprentt:{c

•

Direcci6n postal :
Ciudad:

L

It

~f&.:c ,I'( µ1)-JQ !;,(_

Nombre:

I
Sc.) vtn

Apellido :_Jfu:,M..sq~}z,l-6>t. __ __

05<.~
I c.I

~

f0t,

Jo-~11. .

Estado: (

a

C6digo postal:2d

.:..3Y£

Correo electr6nico : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Telefono:]z..J .

<8cJ
~~...

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuir8 a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
-:>17~--.:,

Firma:
(Letra de lmppn!i3)

Nombre:~

au

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad:

/

~!' - ~ ~
-

I'. b

r-//

"t'.
~ A

Apellido:

2£1 Z

r/ ~ i n.

i

mhu""1<"sCJ2 I]

C6digoposta1:Jo~
Tel8fono:(?

1114..l

G3-1279

Jq. <':;

k0;z:

~<'.-{&, c;;;dt_ Estado: C/1

Correo electr6nico~.;>µ

I\ c;> Y\

-<.'

""'1

L),_} 3e, ]-l y".J:t:
· ~...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

/1£<XS ~

(Letra de impre:ita)

Nombre:

z9

/ ,..

1-fJ>u 6 r, f'

Direcci6n postal : _
Ciudad:

J/11/e

L. I'/ fJ

Correo electr6nico:·-

Apellido:._~/,-.:..t//
_· _<-=---=Z::.........9:..___

_

_ Of!.__
O_(..?_=
c ----1-,fl-~l':...-.L./1\d---=-i.-1-{J~-Wt}

0 (/

Estado:

- - - -C6digo postal: (jt:l c}"r7

e V\

- - -- - -- - -

~ 1 '7
liele'fono·. ./

.~ 1 ...

e-d'
ir-Y1 .,()
.:)

Por medio del presente qu iero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cum pl imiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

GREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
~

C6digo postalq

02iJ

elefono{J_,2,3) C{5P35::9-;;J
.. ~

G3-1280

22·

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEA~E AD~ MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER

/I.f2,1L, C\

Signature:

l .J0f\

.

KP )/1~ V
t\ ~]/~
::~,;~;·;~dress: { d§'5fJ C. J-q U fi-l V ff {{;
~
First Name:

Last Name:

City: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

State:

G1;,~

Zip:

g c) Qt1:5 tJ

Email :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Telephone:

I ~u~portTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

J>LEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER

Signature: ~ ~ i?Jvv,01
First Name:f

9/V\' V\

AOC::.

{Please Print)

Mailing Address: /
.

City:

I

VW O

w'fz«t\ ex

Last Name:

Kl V Crv

/ /}.UV t \
State:

Email:-,--- - - - - -- - --

- - - -- - - - -- - --

Telephone:_~_ __ _ _ __ _

G3-1281

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

Email: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone:SC,] -

soo- ~c 6O

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

,g~

Firma:!l/<?Jad/f/1
(Letra de imprerY,)

Nombre:

/

dlt:7qpvci/#~r"'

D0micilio postal: /

v

A

Dcf:Stl

Apellido:_ ~_-· _1r'_
/>
_1~ -- - -

C c;u?( A(/'(2
Estado: c:1~

C6digo postaf:?.~§"

Correo electr6nico: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telefono~ ~"32£-

G3-1282

7~<::/

.~ ...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LAA IC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

_P~E ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER

~

Signature:

First Na~

Last Name%
'-"f-----Z
_ __ _ __

(Please Print)

7 13 ? Gt c.-) e

Mailing Address:

City: (,,

dlJ

Email:

{?c,, /

~

It)

$

c_ fi
State: ,(1',1
Zip: '/0Z, /__U
I( Z'> fU"C- .:';~/I .c ·o.-vt,

a

~;Z\

Telephone: (,,

CL...e..-

J

;2tfC-Zf'5"C,

•uE)iu...

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD M~ME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature:
First Name:

~.Ld.4

~

()es (kS

(Please Print)

Mailing Address:
City:

C. .K.

;25' Za

l+LLM11f-\J1ttr f?dt

Last Name:

G o..r l/ c....

()

L O p 1av>::
State :

C4

Q2 J
Zip: fD25

Email:_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Telephone:

;21 ?- ?"<t/, ?(,/I)

G3-1283

.~ ..

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cu mplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

Le~\ CL' q.;

(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre:._ _ __ __ _ __

Apellido :._ _ __ __ _ _ _

l-1--~~\..\-CA.
-=- -=-\~
.c e~S.. .J--___!\,__.f.,~. .: l l. .l.<
L- - - - -

Direcci6n postal : --1-I__,:c_
0 ..1.(
Ciudad:

Ly Afw a O (1_\

Correo electr6nico:._ _ _ __

7 0~>
_ __ _ Te1Eltor€'_:&-Z-3 )3q 1- ' l ~ .

Estado:

Cf\

C6digo postal:

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad:

_J,/U~b~};f).
,_ .p.,:._ ~aL.-:....&-..:.......:.-------- - - ---

LJ+--:

C6digo posta1~ 9

Correo electr6nico:~<l-l.-l,l,--.C..U....,...L4-'= ->-+-.116-......,_.- Telefono :. _ _ __ _ __
O•CP~

G3-1284

·~

-

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medic del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribu ira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
as, buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

&

JorY-c..5

Y(O

(Letra de impr:!'

Nombre : t:::[....(l._Y{ (I
Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad :

Apellido: ((}

/{)/

[Jr(°_s

Z::f San {)o!-o (I I a !) v-e

5ocJf/! Ua-le

Estado: ({) ·

C6digo postat:fd2ifcJ

Correo electr6nico: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telefon{3z;2Eo£-5ZS7

.~..

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refiner,a Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:
,.
·~
~ ~

(Letra d

Nombre :'2.i? /{//i ( O 1k
rnreccion postal: /
Ciudad:

/

D~ o( 0~

f/20 cd:b b cJf

ti.. f1 _
Apellido :.-JVlC----=-- 2'.!:J
_ _ _ __ _ _

·(» <;+

Estado:C

Correo electr6nico :

A·

C6digo postal:

Telefono:

fo )J((S

(J§-3\ Sb.} -(j§{ "1,q_
•"(:"J,,oa,,

G3-1285

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LAR IC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma£~m ,~vi' '11
(Letra de lmprenta)

Nombre: . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Apellido:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Direcci6n postal : .0'.._fl-~-%~'2.==-W--'
:::J
'(7"-I.--P-.f.j_7,.....J.<w6
~,4.J:..M~<-t,.=-1..c/r.
.Jj,. J. h,t1__......d::::;,.;_
_' _ _ __
Ciuda~

~'61

Estado:

G//

C6digo posta1:£?---z-~-

Correo electr6nico: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ Telefono:

3TI £& ,X-~

Por medio dal presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

REGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:b"=-z~!!,,L-- ~ ~ P - - - - - -- - -- - - -- - - -IA A
Nombre :
Apellido:+rv~e
_C=-ot
_ _ _ _ __

(Letra de impr

Direcci6n postal :
Ciudad:

/030/Q },'5 S~ ·

S'o J-bGde

Estado: (_ A

C6digo postal:

?oz~o

Telefono;t3ol3) Cf '{I/

Correo electr6nico:

G3-1286

~7

.~ ...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cu mplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:

~A .f\Q c.o

(Letra de irnprenta)

Apellido :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Nombre :- -- - - - - - Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad:

10l::\ 2~

Sf.o.~M

>o v"C \~ kA,e:

P'-

Estado: C./t.\

C6digo postal:Cfd2~C

Correo electr6nico :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ Telefono:

3 23 -n J... JI

'2

Por medio del presente qu iero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

.f-..1..J,£...,,o!='-+-=~-~=.L..~ v , 2

Direcci6n postal: (61L'J

3

Ciudad:S0c.Sth9 ct~

Cl J1

Apellido: _ _ __ _ _ _ __

"

{94, V1e. /
Estado: ?'fr

Correo electr6nico:

C6digo postal:J'Q£:1 O
Telefono.J~)

G3-1287

3;g? '"'lo ~-

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

'Cit
_'7 / (}/]

Last Name:~-L.L....L=->~ '¥---

i
I '5 J--1+-,/'
Mailing Address: -=V --#-{
ll . .rxz_
>,.,ltL-(_ ~=-e/....:.....w:.ll()?iz...:-.u.~
,:c____v_
(Please Print)

City:

i.d1:

t:)

State:

-

-

~ - ~_v_ _ _
(?fl
tl'v'tJr:22
4"

)

Zip:

Email: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __

Telephone: ~ )

~7fl_-O !ZJZ

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integ raci6n y Cu mplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

G3-1288

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

~~
~ NAM._E AS A SUPPORTER
S1gnature:__.,L~:_-,:::_,.,:;.L---,.-..~
-=---- - - -- - - -- - - -- - /..
.

First Name:

(;;.?viA ~

Last Name:_?.
.:.___
~_;;_;:::_-=
c'-~ --

- --

<Please Print)

Mailing Address: q 1o~4
City:

JI rz:.. ~, ,..t\ c.::,,

UlCt..l e..

~~0/A

Emai1:+edd3 ._

State:

p~.--e~ c::i-b.e.-\

Telephone: ,:;~:!,.) .3

o 3>

c, l 'i

A-v :e

C.,t\

M-~'

Zip:

qo-z.fsU

l .c.o 0"'

l.o

I ~u~portTesoro's L~s Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington
and create good, local jobs.
'

First Name:

(cy;:4---

Last Name:_,_u,.,...__.
/£
'--"??/?=------,j
F - - -- - -

~

<P1ease Print)

Mailing Address:
City:
Email:

£:fl) ;(bvz.«:.. ~E

u/A-77 $"'

State:

CA

Zip:

9 ~ 'Z-

c~81":~ ~ , &.,/Y?

Telephone:

A/$:
I
.

.~
G3-1289

...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medic del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

'
Firma: ,~
(Letra de imprenta)

Nombre: ~ ••

Ciudad:

~;A

'\)

•

~,.-uG,

Apellido:

J ov1)) (?qk

Estado :

t:).-, .,,,.,..,1 ·(;f,,,,_,,

C-4

Correo electr6nico :_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

C6digo postal:

f" ~re:>

Telefono:C·)o)~ >7o.;) -6'7'>

.~...

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cum pl imiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

~

Firma~ ~
(Letra d e ~

Nombre:

1&£/I/I /

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad:

·

So

Lf

t7

q-'/Z >":
Co A: L £:

Apellido :

;f/: Y4 J._

A-

!)££ti 7h Y
Estado:

CA:

C6digo postal:

Correo electr6nico: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telefono:

G3-1290

qo28 O

S:6Z,?f32 ,..]£2 I/

.~

...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integ raci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

f J? A ScN.'.Je~
Nombre: a<" '°'Vl ~

Firma:

(Letra de imprenta)

\

Direcci6n postal :
Ciudad :

.sSO fa

Apellido :

chc: :t

A._) "-

G~\\

S1~\\

:Sall

Estado:

c

A

C6digo postal:

Correo electr6nico:_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ Telefono:

9ozc \

2/ 3 -1'f t {, t- 5)

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cu mplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: ~
(Letra de imprenta}

Nombre: :S-c§LDirecci6n postal:
Ciudad :

7;,J.. CS fdo,}I

{_. A.

Apellido:

V'CVY\cro..t:h

() l
Estado:

<?.A-,

Correo electr6nico:._ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

G3-1291

C6digo postal:'1 Ottll
Telefono:

it:S - ~c1.o -mo'1·

.~

...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente qu iero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de I ntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmin·gton creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

D~-~

Firma ~ . . . . _
(Letra de~

-

~

".:"'""\

U g ~/q '1 - 1-1' ...t fv
Direcci6n postal: J0 030
W/ei:Ctvtcif!L .Avt..1 .,.
Ciudad: <;;;"dA, Ger k
Estado: CdC6digo postal: '/0 f).j'()
Correo electr6nico : d Cf E&occ.ovel '1 T Telefono: S-'1 ~- t..// ;J -3 260
Nombre:

gar,'CA..

Apellido :

Cc I . rre

·

-~

...

Por medio del presente qu iero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cu mpli miento
de la Refinerfa Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma :

·-s..~

{l.__

(Letra de imp9nta)

Nombre:

~ r.,,..

75

Apellido:

>:A,., c

Direcci6n postal: \t'llD~
Ciudad:

~u.. 0

~ ~~

~~ -~ ~

Estado:

~

\

--~

C6digopostal:<\..c;,2=:i

~-

Correo electr6nico: ~~"';.;,

?£-£:Q

G3-1292

~

lefono: _ _ _ __ __

0

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.
_

1

!:'=~:.r::v N~Ms
:j_1!j!.z5'r-'

A SUPPORTER

Signature:~

(

h!J () Y I VI
Last Name: :=)'A L~12~ y'
Mailing Address: /1..P 3<i" fv}(l h11llu»P JtfV

First Name:
(Please Print)

(l_
c)~

City:

Email ff\().y
Telephone:

~01-K

7

7

State:

()~

)~

Zip: _1"'---6_ _ _ __

10.~\ a21h·@~D\\ . 0.o i"'

~2,~J )(o1 · 1"1~

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER

First Name:~~=--Ll/-,'-\-L~~s '1.~Mtiast Name:

.f\rO..\f'\ ,\) C\\

(Please Print)

·± ~----- - - - - - State: C A
~ip: qoo I I

Mailing Address: _____:_:lV=-~____,_.,l_.._:f;
__
y-\,-_\~6
.....
City:

~

Email:

!'\C>if-'\Jl.s

&v, \.\cram. Arn I'\\\)~~ tn:>.\ , C<.\a0.

Telephone:

3t O

.s\:f S - (.s3 0-

G3-1293

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: ~ ~
(Letra de imprenw

Nombre:

I

~

/

Yt l\ f \)

Apellido:~ G~(i.....!..._'(L=\:.....:.CA.
~ --

Direcci6n postal:

~ "'fG:>I 1)-1.tbl-t

Ciudad:S~vth

C.tife

Correo electr6nico:

s+.

Estado:

~ 2. 3 - lOlJ

A;~

·GP<-

& I j:I,\

--

C.
C6digo postal:

10W..0

Telefono: _ __ __ _ _

.ae,. ...

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: 4
(Letra de imprei:ita)

Nombre: pt I

0..1)'

Ja ....c-4i=

4

5 Jtlit}CfJ<i7-

/tvl

Direcci6n postal: CJ S<° ~
Ciudad: Sou-l u

cJ , 0 11 V\J C:,

G/It 7 [

Apellido :
J()

Estado:

S 1'114/Ck f

lo YI~ I . El U, /A
C. A

:i

f

C6digo postal:ro)

Yo

Correo electr6nico:._ _ __ _ __ __ _ Telefono:. _ _ __ __ _

.~

G3-1294

...

____________________________________________________
APPENDIX G3: SUPPORT COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE

I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

JrEASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature:~ - - - - - - -- - -- - - - -- - -- - - - First Name:

7l:R FSA

(Please Print)

,--

Maili~Addre~s:

City;,_) /J
Email :
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Telephone:_~""-=-~--)'----,2____:;_tJ--=2-

tJf f2_

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLEASE ADD MY~NAME AS A SUPPORTER
Signature: ~ I I .
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SL,\ S\-t
Last Name: Lu. j <'.A Y)
Mailing Address: q 61-S t. \ l Z..0...Y> () fu f\..J Or
t;ft· b
First Name:

(Please Print)

City:
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~~ti1
~t E~~~:I

.
ctode lntegraci6nyCumplimiento
1p
Por medi~ del,presente quiero erreslar
contribuira a mejorar la calidad
de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
de la Refmena ~eso~~ en Los nge e~
del aire, moderrnzac1on de las operac,ones
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma:_ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (Letra de imprenta)

Nombrec

v-W4 a4 =l

'(/

Apellido:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(.-k

1

Direcci6n postal: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ciudad :,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Estado:. ____

C6digo postal: _ __

±=:--?::::: 70 'e5..;;-.,,,

Correo electr6nico: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telefono ~ ~ .,~

Por medio def presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POA FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: .

fd.u.e-J a '.kuj ct d

(Letra de 1mprenta)

Nombre:

Apellido: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Direcci6n postal:
Ciudad:

A

~ 19

~u

1 1. (

4 a.. 4 lu ~ ' L
Estado :

C6digo postal:

Correo electr6nico:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telefono:3 ~ a (p2

G3-1296

9 6 ? 'i?r

3Jc
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, otlernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

S A SUPPORTER
Signature:_~ '---'-=----

-+--::::......==---~--,L--

First Name:

- - --

Last

(Please Print)
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Name:J)elu (f clc

'2o/.32 -ro ee-

A:vf., . Ael (fr
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Email: de tt r Z~ { 78~W1.Cttl < CJ V\A
Telephone: Sl-?;, 'S \ ~ ~ <e, \) S
Mailing Address:

-

¥_o_

_

_

.~ ...

I ~u~portTesoro's L~s Ang~les Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington
and create good, local jobs.
'
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(Please Print)
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Aefineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LAAIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asi buenos empleos locales.

RE COMO PARTIDARIO

Apellido:
Direcci6n postal :

0$0~

e UC/,'o(

AnCA..--

f}v Q...

CitU,).}CJJ
Estado: Qft
C6digo postal: 9rf2{;/J_
Correo electr6nic<t562.) SB6 -f)JS-b
Telefono: _ _ _ _ __
Ciudad:

.aie,o ...

I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LAAIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

f l'iASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER

Signature:

(J!_/~ ~

Last Name:

;J. t:' ~ , .

(Please Print)

Mailing Address:
City:

lo~ o

1

SO u±b b-Cl. th
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State: C_;.A-

Email:._ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone:
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

.

P'-:WE A7

Signature:~ ~
First Name:

ffycon
7

E AS A SUPPORTER

u

f

(Please Print)

y_ _ ___ _

Last Name:_.X_
v_C°__
,

J ~0 f ewe/d ,&<:
City: {y,") 1-Joo d
State: C0
/
Email : £vklL€/h/1"1"'1jC0("1

/

Mailing Address:

Zip:

9 026 (__

/

Telephone: .f~£:J' J~/:J~.1_}

Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de lntegraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
as, buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

Estado:.......
C_'.A-__
Correo electr6nico: ~ & , a t.,{?/le;{~

G3-1299

C6digo postal: tzpZS-U

Telefono: '::)7.3$Fr.:,.1ol/
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Por medio del presente quiero expresar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Integraci6n y Cumplimiento
de la Refineria Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO
Firma: S l

fil ~-=:::::.
~

{Letra de imprenta)<-/_

Nombre:

rnrecci6n postal :
Ciudad:

/

~

J A/'1,

_,.Sa , b_.....
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I/:

4<

fVlUl. ft/ V/ ,ez_

Apellido:

q3:'o 9: . .s a n 0 0 Aue I

Q"'-k

Estado:OA-

Correo electronic~ ~

C6digo postal:Cf&Z~O
Telefono :.3c.5.3>~'Z-..

~l °i

.~

...

Por medi~ del, presente quiero e~presar mi apoyo al Proyecto de Jntegraci6n y Cu mplimiento
de la Refinena Tesoro en Los Angeles (LARIC). El cual contribuira a mejorar la calidad
del aire, modernizaci6n de las operaciones de Tesoro en Carson y Wilmington creando
asf buenos empleos locales.

POR FAVOR AGREGUE Ml NOMBRE COMO PARTIDARIO

~::~~lm
pr~

-,

Direcci6n prstal:36'33

lA )a/.__/(/ U_ t lfU
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I support Tesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

Signature:

flt;:
a

ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER

f::v:

First Name:_/'--\/}
-'--~--'\(, ._.,,f..-------

Last Name:
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Email:
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARJC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

PLE~ S~ ADD r,JIY NAME AS A SUPPORTER
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I supportTesoro's Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington,
and create good, local jobs.

.

S :ASE ADD MY NAME AS A SUPPORTER

S1gnatu~
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·

~Q

First Name: ~...-z.,,/v-J-5

Last Name:---"""-'=---==----//1-1---- - - - jJ /

(Please Print)

Mailing Address:

--'-0___:_~-2~7'---..L-A---...::.....b_~_~_P-_ --=--~
- ~~&)-=: : :. . ______

I ~u~portTesoro's L~sAngeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) Project, which
will improve local air quality, modernize Tesoro's operations in Carson and Wilmington
and create good, local jobs.
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01/06/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396‐3176
Fax: (909) 396‐3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Long Beach, this project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington
operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This
project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide
significant economic benefits, such as creating much‐needed jobs for local workers, producing millions
of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The
proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air quality.
Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and
Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (562) 244‐3661.
Sincerely,
Jessica Vargas
1438 W 19th
Long Beach, CA 90810

G3-1304
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07/06/2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396‐3176
Fax: (909) 396‐3324
Email: jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) – Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance
(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of Wilmington, this project is important to me
specifically because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and Wilmington
operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more cleanly and efficiently. This
project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions from the refinery. It will also provide
significant economic benefits, such as creating much‐needed jobs for local workers, producing millions
of dollars in increased state and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local businesses. The
proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve local air quality.
Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently demonstrates a strong commitment to
our communities. Tesoro has already invested millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and
Long Beach communities and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve Tesoro’s effort to
improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (310) 876‐5702.
Sincerely,
Victor Yslas
1207 McDonald Ave.
Wilmington, AL CA

G3-1305
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324

06/01/2016

Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
1436 W 19th St, Long Beach CA 90810, this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much~needed jobs for local workers. producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will atso help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfulty urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 562-308-0368
Sincerely,
Jessica Alvarez
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: [wong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration ~.nd Compliance (LAR C) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
£;
N \.b
'
' ·
rL , this project is important to me specifically
because it will imp ve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and effic;ently. This project wm improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and tocal tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also hefp the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, 1 fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Si~cerely,

~t:,V\·\t\~\~ ·~\Z\:\ \\[)~

Prmt Name~ ~A

(

1

Signature:~ ~ ~ ~
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Date:

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,

CEQA South Coast AQMD

<5/Mj;Lt

.

21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765

Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)- Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
l would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
t grati n ~n Compliance (LARIC project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
·
-~
G~
_ . this project is important to me specifically
because it will improv
cal air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project wm improve air quality by reducing tocal emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and tocat tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project wiU benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at SJ,7,

Si ncerefy,

~

Print Nam :
Signature.
(
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South CoastAQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax~ (909) 396-3324

Date:

rff't

Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gQY

Subject: Los Angeles R'efinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
lnte ration and Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
v ·· · UV\~ ~\ . ~
_ , this project is important to me specifically
because it will impr
loca air quality, generate significant rocal economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wm also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, i fully support this application and respectfuUy urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at~

Sincerely, .cL .-,h,.

_,,

ru "1 (O

Print Name: ~'-¥' iu,n/1.- flW
Signature~ ~ - ~
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Date:

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South CoastAQMD

21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
lntegra ion ~nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
·
· ·() Lt(\
· ' :'"'l 1 this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve
al air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much~needed jobs for local workers producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington! and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wm also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
1

This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project wm benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

G3-1310
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@agmd.gov

Date:

JS\24 /tt.o

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Co.mpliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
....,.~~~~~~a.i....
¥r~ ~b~ ~~ ~h~·q.:¥,, !Qf this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local ai uality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficientfy. This project wm improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at ~i ·

Si~cerely, -t... ,.. wv. 1,.,,. I\\

T.

'01.>r."'/\~

Prmt Name:l ~-HQP "" 1 \J«,\
~n
Signature~ " ' ~ v } - l t , .
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email~ Jwongl@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration and Co
liance (LARIC) proje t proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
.................... •
~
1 this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve lo I air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many goo jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project wm improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wm also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore 1 Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
-..2186S Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765 -

Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396·3324
Email: Iwongl@agmdgov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
1 would like to ·express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
lnte ration __nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
\
'
~
\l
this project is important to me specifically
air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
because it will improve lo
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery~ It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers. producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
VVilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and focal nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contad me at ~-2. · ~ \~

Sincerely, l

A ll

,_.y

v-o\ \\JV\

Print Name: \V\ v~

l'

Slgnatu~

I
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396·3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@agmd.gov

Date:

ie\ (\ Ili

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration ~nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
·1.m:> ~ . ·a ~M-"-st. Lo.... 4 B~ ttov I
u this project is important to me specifical1y
because ft will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

a

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cfeanfy and efficiently. This project wm improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It wilt also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workerst producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfutry urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit an of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 5<,, 2...

Sincerely.

.

G>·vY-+t.r
CJ.-r'"'t,..Vl

Print Name:€" V""t"\...c.\..
Signature:~
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Date: '5

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQM D
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@agmd.gov

j~to/I({)

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
.
Integration ~n.d Compliance (LA IC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
VJ
A~ . ~'
1 mi
1619 this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve locar air q lity, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project wm improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wm also hefp the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project wilt substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who five and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Si~cerely, l

Prmt Name:

JoniQ

IV\

~\circoY\

Signature:ct{~t1
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South CoastAQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
.;!ti-X at1ttid,1,- o.v< ·, Lo~a.cA. 9oJlo.,; this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve lo lair quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing tocal emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely,

ll

Print Name: eSignature:
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,

CEQA South CoastAQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@agmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
tr:!tegQtion - p l i a ~ L A.Rlqtp_roject proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
.F.
·
t llf-<601.Y ,, this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve locar air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

/~8 ·

rs

·,

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project wm improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely,
Print Name:

Signatu::;:re~: ~-==~~-/._~
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765

Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: JwongL@agmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery

lntegration~~nd Compliance (LARIC) Qroject proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
:;J,< .t, l 0 ~ a.;,, · 1 ~ 1)...,.,(. '7i!W!i'1, this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve I ~ air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project wilt improve air quality by reducing tocat emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely ~<,')j
1

()

Print Name~ 'k::cl {)A d"\ l\.
Signature: ~~

.fa(;.,,_a._
!Vl_~
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Date:

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South CoastAQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov

June t. 2 OJ fo

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
· ~. ··
~=t- -. Ll)I'\
o~ q 080 , this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve I
I air quality, generate significant locaf economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project wm improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workerst producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free t~ contact me at(~ 1,)

Sincerely, 1 >-<l

y

uJ~~

Print Name: K h-h . I
Signature:~~
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,

CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Lwong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
\'515 IN· 'PllRtio. crt-*c. ,,
£/ltllk ~a~ 1ti
• .. this project is important to me specifically
because it will improv local air quality. generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project wm improve air quality by reducing tocal emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wm also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, l fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at ~2·
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,

Date:

(o/ 2114'

CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765

Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration ~nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
\5\:5 \N . f>AM~~ St·1;C. l ~ C, f>~ ()@Q., this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quafity, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing tocal emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and tocal tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for locat
businesses. The proposed upgrades wiU also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfutly urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who five and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at o(l)2 · 3

Sincerely, tJ\a,w1 fl NoR1e-eAPrint Nam~ ~
Signature:

--
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd~gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
lntegratio ~.nd Compliance (LARIC project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
M·
~ o 1 . 1 this project is important to me specifically
because it wifl improve I al air quality, generate significant local economic benefits.
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and

Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project wm improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers! producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore 1 Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who five and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at ~ ·v ~ ()I J.-

Si~cerely.

~ ~--,_ .S ~

>e,_.,

Prmt Name: r1 • ~ \ ~
Signature:~ ~
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06/01/2016

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration ~nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
1AAl2W
lDtf§ P£ftCftClcq@~ this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

1'ifh .St,

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project wm improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. lt will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much~needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project witl substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
mittions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feet free to contact me at 562-313..0055
Sincerely,
Salvador Ro~~~(), ~-J

Aeav~\.-· ~ ; ; r
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06/01/2016

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@agmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
.
1436 W 19th st Apt Long Beach CA 90810, this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project wilt improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carsont Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 562-308-7067
Sincerely,

Walter Alvarez

~
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Date: f,/ 11/, 'f

ian Wong Program Supervisor,
QA South Coast AQMD
865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
l91765
1one: (909) 396-3176
IX: (909) 396-3324
mail: Jwong1@agmd.gov

bject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project {LARIC) - Tesoro

>ear Ms. Wong:
I would like: to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
integration ~nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
1>v ~q, vt\.c. ~· L· " ct 0 ( t O _ , 1 this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars tc, improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.

This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has aJready invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community inv,estmenl
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Si~cerel~~ ~
PnntN~Slgnatu.~
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ian Wong Program Supervisor,
QA South Coast AQMD
.
865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
l 91765
tone: (909) 396-3176
lX: (909) 396-3324
mail: Iwongl@aqmd.gov

Date:

~

( <e

f

I c,.,

bject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro

)ear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
1nt~ration and Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
3 -t ~ U1J 0) ~ OrJ~ · \...,. f?. Pi 6~ i() _ , • this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits. such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers. producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington. and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.

Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
1t you have any questions, ptease tee1 tree to contact me at

Sincerely, ~

~O<Y\o\o .Q~ ~P<l~ 1/

Print Name: Yt::XZ-

Signature;{~

~s~y-
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ian Wong Program Supervisor,

Date:

QA South Coast AQMD
.
865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,

(q J i,,J( <f

~91765
tone: (909) 396-3176
tX: (909) 396-3324
mail: Iwongl@aqmdgov

t>ject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
)ear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
integration and Compliance (I.A IC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
Z.
· L . q O ( l> _ this project is important to me specifically
because i ill improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including o nging many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for locaJ workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson. Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

G"> n

Sinceretv0"') ,
Print NS.::.~~\ h) ' ~
Signature:

.
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lan Wong Program Supervisor,
QA South Coast AQMD
865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
l91765
1one: (909) 396-3176
LX: (909) 396-3324
mail: Jwongl@aqmd.gov

bject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project {LARIC) - Tesoro
)ear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
1nte.9rati90fHld Complipnce (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
31:!/h ~ W; · l · ~ ~ ~ j tC> _ this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment

>.

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It wilt also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment
·once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.

11,i) Lt~ 2 &5 ~

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me a(

Sincerely, \ .,

\'

'rJ . \~-i.--

Print Name:-t\(\.{\e; 1uc=t<b'zf\.

Slgnatu~?'•·

~
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lan Wong Program Supervisor,
QA South Coast AQMD
865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
191765
10ne; {909) 396-3176
LX: (909) 396-3324
mail: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
bject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
)ear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
lntegratio~ Cpmpliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
11\\t·
this project is important to me specilicany
because it will improveocal air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

~W w·

UI,~°"' u\D\IO ,,

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson. Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.

G3-1329
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lan Wong Program Supervisor,
QA South Coast AQMD
865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
,91765
1one: (909) 396-3176
lX: (909) 396-3324
mail: Jwongl@aqmd.gov

bject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
)ear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
,nt~gration ~nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
\..ON~~ c~. l\t><ptq
., this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at .B.Q"l

Jc

Sincerely,
, \ ((\.A I
Print NameJ) CM'\~ Cl rw,Ci\ftl.
Signature:~4,.J,..~
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ian Wong Program Supervisor,

QA "South Coast AQMD
865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
l91765
10ne: (909) 396-3176
tX: (909) 396-3324
mail: Iwongl@agmd.gov
bject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro

)ear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
integration ~nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
\&\'\f:\ ~ 9,0 KlP
- ... this project is important to me specifically
becausJ it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment
· Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project wm benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

G3-1331
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ian Wong Program Supervisor,
QA "South Coast AQMD
.
865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
l91765
tone: (909) 396-3176
lX: (909) 396-3324
mail: Iwongl@aqmd.gov

Date:

l,/ tJ& fly

bject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
)ear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
ration and C~mpliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
~
E\
I; f2
this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

in\

1le

lR""- J:

9011 !2- ..

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who Uve and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Si~cerety, \'\/'\. fu . _ , ~~
PrintName: I V L{,v'\rf-Vlr"C'\A~ ,..._ O·Signature:~ YYL,1,-"f
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,

Date: ~/ t1 /

CEQA South Coast AQMD

i<t

21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration ~nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
\ ~ t\f> \ C\tl,
\,i (? · 01 tft< l 6 __ u this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant focal economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

A·\

M·

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and eff;ciently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wm also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dottars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·once again, 1 fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at ~,,,. ·

Sincerely,,

\V

Print Name!\) ,J~Signatur:..::.:-·.-=:::::.~~~
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Date:

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax! (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gQY

~ / v {tc,

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration and Compliance (LARIC} project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
lC\lp'\ 1-<,,:,hmn ~ - l1;;&%t&--<.JORIQ ,, this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve ioal air quality, generate significant focal economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cfeanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing tocal emissions
from the refinery. It will atso provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much..needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at ~ ?,·

Sincerely,

""l'\I

Print Name: ...v
Signature·

"
:
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@agmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
lfgration a_nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
\ s?::
$1.t<-; · \; 12 · qof(,l-1
a
this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant locar economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

~1i~tt

b1

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wm also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistenUy
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project win benefit all of us
who five and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely,

A'

Print Name: ·> lZi"\..ucSignature~

(L

Jc....uh s

Q. <J~
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Jlllian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765

Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
lntegra~ and Compliance (LARICLf>roject proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
'.();):\; 't'-- · \ \v.;\s -S-\-·~~ \{JQ<A ~V\ q6~u ~
, 1 this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve 1bcai air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project wm improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fulfy support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at ; ( 6

·

v\.t.-11 ll-'1-,.!)-

Sincerely, ~"'"'( '\b('ow ~
Print Name:
Signature:

A&~
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Date: ~

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396·3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@agmd.gov

]2. J l ~

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration ~_nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
2-0 · '<}Jo;( 1-,1\bi-- · } u,'f'') ~Af\. 0\0~ \ ~ 1 this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing tocal emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@.filJmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration ~nd Compliance (~~IC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
\1D:?2 'e· f~J~QtLl&S·,. e ~ftSOtJ ,0~· 0\01~~ this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely,
Print Name·

,r ·
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Date:~~lY

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765

Phone:(909)396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: fwongl@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration ~nd Com liance,(LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
~
·
t5
_ 1 this project is important to me specifically
bee
e it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
incluaing bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wm also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project wiH benefit alt of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Si~cerely, ~ 1 ..11_ ~
ft •

S(>,\(iri«

Pnnt Name: \V\lAS\NA..
Signature:

W
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Date:

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South CoastAQMD
.
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@agmd.gov

«(fr Y,

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration ~nd Com Hance LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
Ii?. t s-1 · M- , La
MoL () 13 1 this project is important to me specifically
because it will prove lo al air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bring g many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
&lu-2~91 r;;) ,t(().,ht>~. CO'IA.
If you have any questions, please feel free t~ contact me at

Sincerely, \ ,.. ..

Print Name: 1...0\U..ft.l

~

O..Y\e "l-

G3-1340
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles R'efinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC}-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong :
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
lnte ration ~nd C mpliance (LARIC project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve I al air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

· "" · -~ r

,

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits. such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve

focal air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, 1 fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.

'2..11 %(, I

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at ~2 ·

l'\·''t, Oc~~

Si~cerely,
Pnnt Namer\\}

\I

Signature:\~\~ I

t k-
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176

Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
r ~ratir n d d Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
~2 fA
(J C,Q2t':2 . - 11 this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve rocat air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

O

he, .&1£· \ ,'

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, t fully support this application and respectfuUy urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit an of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely~

lc

P~int Name:
Signature: ~

.

(~~~

8 · o~

cv~
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,

Date: ~

/).'l / I Ip

CEQA South CoastAQMD
.
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles R·efinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
tnte rati fJ ~_nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
1
·
-tt!\lo ~~
~
!l this project is important to me specifically
ir quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
because it will improve oc
including bringing many good Jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

a

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and locat tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wm also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has aJready invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, t fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit an of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, pfease feel free to contact me at

Si~cerely. L..

~--\ihlla_ ~\'€_,~
_() ~ . ,

Prmt Name: V \Jlf

Signatu~ ~ ~

{)'vtr.r~

G3-1343
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Date:

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,

\.f IJ (\l.t

CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@agmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration ~nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
\v\,:,G; >N
t'- "i:,\ · \..,<rv
~ 8 this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,

,°'-

~b-t.."''

including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wiU also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely,
Print Name:~
Signature~ .
~

~IA..

\\\-> ....

c

c.. l.v.""'

- r 6' "

.
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South CoastAQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles R·efinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
egration ~_nd C~mpliance (LARIC} ~ject proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
- w · q n- S'" ~ .
~ ~ _ 0. his project is important to me specifically
becaus it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It wilt also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wm also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.

·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me ~ ')'-t ')

Sincerely

1

C~ 1,...

Print Name: · · ~
Signature: 0\-l c..,..__ ~

·
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Date:

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765

Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@agmd.gQY

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery

ration and ;Rmpliance MRI } r.<;>ject proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
· ·
1f
\) \-~~ 'b .0. 1 this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve o I air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will atso provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and tocat tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wiU also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.

~<u,

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Prmt Nam ·
Signature·

o

\tt\\11:J~~

Si~cer~ey,
:\

ri,I"'-

Ii«
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Date:

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
.
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765

Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email~ Jwongl@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
mpli nc LARICt~rQject proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
C
1.-(;0ol-~ , this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve o I air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cfeanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing tocal emissions
from the refinery. tt will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wm also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work ;n the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely,

~J,..~r...- ·

Print N a ~ ~
Signatur~~

G3-1347
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
Z1865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765

Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gQY

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
l11~ation
Compliance (lARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
I\\ \l,l· 0 l~ Q;,,<,-- q\2]{ 1o _ .. this project is importantto me specifically
because it will iml)fOe local air quafity, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

afd

\CL

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
tocal air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who five and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at ~ )

Sincerely, (1

Print Name: ?J-v\\ >v
Signature: c.., . \ t
J '"'"'- \I '
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Date:

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
2186S Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765

Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles R·efinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration ~_nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....-1 this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality. generate significant locar economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cfeanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wilt also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely,

Print Name:
Signature:

%~~
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South CoastAQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396~3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
n C m Ii n e (~
)J>roject proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
~~..w.-~......i:~¥--..--a;:;..·...._"_'i.:......"""""""U:::......;-. ..-, this project is important to me specifically
be ause 1t will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area 1 and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cfeanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit an of us
who five and work in the area.

r~

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerel'L__l'\ ...-9-)
Print N ~

,

f

Signature: ·~ ; . _ '{

{) "
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Date:

Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

~ f'~{(,

Subject: Los Angeles R·efinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:

~-----------1

RIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
~~~~.........w.."""""~....L{..ll.....
this project is important to me specifically
b c u e it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project wm improve air quality by reducing tocal emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for tocal
businesses. The proposed upgrades wm also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I ful1y support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who five and work in the area.
(7

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 9"

Sincerely,~ ,~
Print Name:

\'t

~

~ "CJ

,__,

Signature~\('~
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765

Date:

~1? /ty

Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@agmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
(
IC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
-~~~ilo'-..:ir.-.~:.:..i..-i.-ii..,:..1~-------, this project is important to me specifically
i will improve focal air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
becau
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project wilf substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project wilt benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free t~ contact me at

Sincerely, "A 0

Print Name:IV\

µ, e,~ v\_e\0Pr
~
1

Signatur~/ / 16(
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,

Date:

~ 3(l(,

CA 91765

Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
tn~gration a.nd Compliance (LARIC) project pr?pos~d bY_ T~soro. As a resident o!
~
o-.1~
• q-o·· L1.1.,.
.. this pro1ect 1s important to me specifically
becaus it wilt improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely,
Print Name:

~ \1

'

·f\ t /.

t\ ~' f\-[6,_, }\ -f--{) V'\
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,

CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration ~nd Compliance LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
N'\
(fa,.-· ot;t)
.b
this project is important to me specifically
beca
it wm improve focal air quality, generate significant focal economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who Uve and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely,
Print Name:
Signature:

Ha~
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwongl@aqmd~gov

Date:

~ f,(1f

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro

Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
tntegration ~.nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
Ul"'-~S~ ClPi · jD'.61b
_ ,, this project is important to me specifically
beca
it will improve local air quality I generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely~
P~int Name:~£Signature:

7'~·

.l 0'
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Jillian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South Coast AQMD
.
21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,

Date:

~~(~

CA 91765

Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1~md.gov

Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)-Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration ~nd Compliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
Lb~b ~Pt-G~ lft QDX'lb .•
..- , 1 this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
inctuding bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanJy and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wm also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
·Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve

Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who five and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely,
Print Name:
Signature.
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JUiian Wong Program Supervisor,
CEQA South CoastAQMD

Date:
.

-..21865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
CA 91765
Phone: (909) 396-3176
Fax: (909) 396-3324
Email: Jwong1@aqmd.gov
Subject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
Dear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
Integration. ~nd Compliance (LARIC _roject proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
l
v\l· ,~P- s-\ · ~ L.bY\ t?lrl!1P~ this project is important to me specifically
because it will improv ocal air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades wm also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.

·Once again, l fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at ~.,., ~G-1 "U-\~"'(

Sincerely,

Print Name:
Signature:

~~~·
tv
~

·
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ian Wong Program Supervisor,

QA South Coast AQMD

.

865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,

L91765
tone: (909) 396-3176
lX: (909) 396-3324
mail: Jwong1@aqmd.gov

bject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
)ear Ms. Wong:

I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
integration ~nd 1,~ompliance (LARIC) project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
\l\?:N \N·\~tho*~c. \...·0· <!Djfu,
-:: H this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment.
Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cleanly and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment.
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us

who five and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at

Sincerely, \

\

-fl(

,J

Print Name:\J'E:.S~iu..-t" lb'f"

Signa1un1f

'y~~~ L
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tan Wong Program Supervisor,
QA South Coast AQMD
.
865 Copley Drive Diamond Bar,
l91765
1one: (909) 396-3176
IX: (909) 396-3324
mail: lwong1@aqmd.gov

Date: <., / <t- / '1,

bject: Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC) - Tesoro
)ear Ms. Wong:
I would like to express my strong support for the Los Angeles Refinery
integration ~nd Compliance (LARIC} project proposed by Tesoro. As a resident of
2Yi!<
W::; ~ ~ 'l£':6l,C) _ •1 this project is important to me specifically
because it will improve local air quality, generate significant local economic benefits,
including bringing many good jobs to the area, and modernize refinery equipment

¥.(..

Tesoro is investing hundreds of millions of dollars to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that runs more
cfeanJy and efficiently. This project will improve air quality by reducing local emissions
from the refinery. It will also provide significant economic benefits, such as creating
much-needed jobs for local workers, producing millions of dollars in increased state
and local tax revenues that can contribute to public priorities in Carson and
Wilmington, and generating hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues for local
businesses. The proposed upgrades will also help the refinery continue to meet strict
regional air quality standards.
This project will substantially contribute to the local economy and significantly improve
local air quality. Furthermore, Tesoro has been a good neighbor and consistently
demonstrates a strong commitment to our communities. Tesoro has already invested
millions of dollars supporting the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach communities
and local nonprofits and is committed to continuing its community investment
Once again, I fully support this application and respectfully urge you to approve
Tesoro's effort to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us
who live and work in the area.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 0\..(1. · 1 Dib
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Elizabeth Warren, Executive Director
P.O. Box 768
San Pedro, CA 90733-0768
www.FuturePorts.org

June 10, 2016

BOARD OF DIRECTORS – OFFICERS
Frances Keeler, President
Clyde & Co
Joseph Hower, PE, DEE, Vice President
Ramboll ENVIRON
Lance Ryan, Secretary
Watson Land Company
Jim St. Martin, PE, Treasurer
Herzog Contracting Corporation
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Cynthia Burch,
Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP
Michael Bushey
Southern California Edison
LaDonna DiCamillo
The BNSF Railway Co.
Capt. Thomas A. Jacobsen
Jacobsen Pilot Service, Inc.
Stacey G. Jones, PE
CH2M
John Ochs
APM Terminals Pacific, Ltd.
Andy Perez
Union Pacific Railroad
Nancy Pfeffer
Network Public Affairs
Clay Sandidge
Muni-Fed Energy
Patty Senecal
Western States Petroleum Association
Richard Steinke
Moffatt & Nichol
Robert Stemler
Keesal, Young & Logan
Jesse Urquidi
P2S Engineering, Inc.
ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS
George Kieffer
FuturePorts Founding Member
Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP
Ralph Larison
FuturePorts Founding Member
Herzog Contracting Corporation
Fran Inman
Majestic Realty Co.
PARTNERING ORGANIZATIONS
Bay Planning Coalition
Inland Empire Economic Partnership
Long Beach Area Chamber of Commerce
Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce
Los Angeles County Business Federation
Los Angeles County Economic
Development Corporation
Pacific Merchant Marine Council -Navy
League of the United States
San Pedro Chamber of Commerce
South Bay Association of Chambers
of Commerce
Wilmington Chamber of Commerce

Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast Air Quality Management District
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Re: Tesoro Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project
(LARIC)
Dear Ms. Wong,
On behalf of FuturePorts, I am writing to express our strong support for
the Tesoro LARIC Project. This project is representative of the best
investment in infrastructure we expect from private industry: improves
local air quality; generates significant local economic benefits and creates
many good jobs in our community; and modernizes refinery equipment.
This is the type of investment that is critical to protecting our environment
while providing a boost to our economy.
FuturePorts has more than 65 members and a dozen partner organizations,
and represents over 100,000 employees throughout Southern California.
Our members represent a broad range of goods movement industry
businesses that operate throughout the region. Members range from small
to large companies in the goods movement supply chain sector, from
engineering and construction companies and their suppliers, to labor and
trade unions, and transportation providers. FuturePorts’ members have a
vested interest in an economically viable and sustainable supply chain
from the waterfront throughout the entire distribution network.
Tesoro is investing $460 Million to improve its existing Carson and
Wilmington operations to create one combined Los Angeles Refinery that
runs more cleanly and efficiently. Following are just a few of the many
ways the project will benefit the local and regional community:
Emissions Reductions:
• Substantially reduces greenhouse gas emissions – the equivalent of
removing 13,500 passenger vehicles from local roads each year. NOx,
Sox, PM and CO emissions will also be reduced locally.
• New equipment will reduce marine vessel emissions at the Port of
Long Beach, allowing vessels to unload cargo in one trip rather than
making multiple trips in and out of the harbor.
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Modernization:
• Upgrading existing equipment, adding new equipment, and physically connecting the two
operations will increase efficiency and significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
• All new and updated equipment will use “Best Available Control Technology”
• Modernizing with upgraded equipment will allow the facility to meet stringent state and
regional air quality regulation requirements, which are among the strictest in the country.
Create Good, Local Jobs and Increase Tax Revenue:
• The economic benefits from this investment will generate over 4,090 direct, indirect and
induced jobs in Southern California, resulting in nearly $265 Million on local labor income over
the course of the project.
• During peak construction, the project will employ nearly 700 construction workers.
• Local businesses will receive nearly $703 Million in revenue from this activity. These include
many small businesses that depend on this type of activity in order to stay in business and
provide for their families.
• The project is expected to generate more than $86 Million in local tax revenues, including $32
Million in state and local tax revenues, which can be used to fund local priorities.
Tesoro has also demonstrated a strong commitment to the environment as well as being a good
neighbor in the community. In addition to the actions listed above, Tesoro invests millions of
dollars each year into local nonprofits serving nearby communities, allowing them to provide
services they may not otherwise be able to afford.
Tesoro’s commitments to several local Boys & Girls Clubs and the YMCA, fund afterschool
programs that will be providing two to four hours of STEM-related learning opportunities to middle
school students two to three days a week at multiple sites. These contributions from the Tesoro
Foundation will allow each organization to: employ a dedicated, full-time STEM program manager,
as well as part-time STEM site coordinators/academic support personnel; purchase needed
equipment and educational supplies/materials; and cover the cost of field trips. These programs will
allow children in the local community to develop skills and education needed for a lifetime of
success and a path to employment in STEM careers.
We urge your approval of this project and fully support this application to approve Tesoro’s effort
to improve and streamline its facilities. This project will benefit all of us who live and work in the
community.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Warren
Executive Director
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May 15, 2016
Jillian Wong
Program Supervisor, CEQA
South Coast Air Quality Management District
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
RE: SUPPORT – Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance Project (LARIC)
Dear Ms. Wong:
On behalf of United Wilmington Youth Foundation (UWYF), I am writing to express our
support for the Los Angeles Refinery Integration and Compliance (LARIC) project
proposed by Tesoro.
Tesoro has been a good neighbor by demonstrating its commitment to our community
through investment in local non-profit organizations and businesses. Likewise, the
AQMD and Tesoro have made excellent attempts to keep the residents, non-profit
organizations and businesses surrounding the Carson, Wilmington and Long Beach
communities informed during this process. We hope this serves as an example and
empowers other local businesses to pledge the same support.
We commend Tesoro in their efforts to modernize equipment to comply with new
Federal requirements to produce less polluting gasoline and that harmful refinery air
emissions will be reduced overall. United Wilmington Youth Foundation supports the
South Coast Air Quality Management District’s Draft Environmental Impact Report,
(Draft EIR). As noted in that report, “construction and operation of the proposed project
is not expected to: generate significant adverse impacts to the applicable 2012 Air
Quality Management Plan; conflict with or diminish an air quality rule or future
compliance requirement, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing
emissions; or create objectionable odors.” In fact, according to the Draft EIR, the LARIC
is expected to “substantially reduce greenhouse gases, sulfur oxide, nitrogen oxides,
carbon monoxide, and particulate matter emissions.”

927 N. Avalon Blvd Wilmington CA 90744
Tel: 424-287-2466 Fax: 310-424-2927 Email: info@uwyf.org
Website: www.uwyf.org
Tax ID #46-1315965
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Based on the reasons outlined in this correspondence, UWYF supports the Tesoro
LARIC Project and respectfully urges you to approve their efforts to improve efficiency,
reliability and bring much needed jobs to the area.
Sincerely,

Robert A. Trani, Jr
President & CEO

927 N. Avalon Blvd Wilmington CA 90744
Tel: 424-287-2466 Fax: 310-424-2927 Email: info@uwyf.org
Website: www.uwyf.org
Tax ID #46-1315965
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